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THE MARTYR AND THE RED KIMONO
A Polish Monk’s Sacrifice and a New Generation of Hope in
Japan
Naoko Abe
The Martyr and the Red Kimono is the story of two Japanese
men—a 91-year-old Franciscan monk, Tomei Ozaki, who
survived the Nagasaki bomb in 1945 and lives there in an
old people’s home, and 89-year-old cherry guardian
Masatoshi Asari from the northern island of Hokkaido—
whose lives have been shaped by a Polish monk, Father
Maximilian Kolbe.
Father Kolbe had been drawn to Japan by the story of how
the Japanese saved some 780 Polish orphans in Siberia,
during the Russian civil wars of the 1920s, bringing the
children to Japan and then repatriating them to Poland. So
Father Kolbe came to Nagasaki in the 1930s, where he
established a monastery and spent six years ministering to the descendants of Japan’s hidden Christians, the
Kakure Kirishitan, who were still discriminated against after centuries of repression but at least then living
openly, and in their thousands, around their newly built cathedral in central Nagasaki.
Kolbe then returned to Poland where he became caught up in the Nazi invasion. He died at Auschwitz in
1941, having volunteered his life to save another prisoner. He was canonised in 1982, with the Pope
commenting that Kolbe was the “patron saint of our difficult century”.
Tomei Ozaki and Masatoshi Asari have never met, yet their beliefs—the importance of Japan confronting
its past, a love for all fellow humans—have been shaped by Father Kolbe’s example. The three men form
a narrative triangle, and for Naoko Abe a portrait of post-war Japan.
Taking in a century of Japanese and European history, The Martyr and the Red Kimono promises to be a
profound book about goodness, sacrifice, faith, loss, and how we choose to remember.
Naoko Abe is an author and journalist. She lives in London with her husband and two sons. She writes
general news stories for Japanese newspapers and magazines and is the author of 'Cherry' Ingram: The
Englishman Who Saved Japan’s Blossom, which was first published in the UK by Chatto & Windus in 2019. Her
original Japanese-language book won the Nihon Prize, Japan’s most prestigious award for a work of nonfiction.
UK Publisher: Chatto & Windus, Penguin Random House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2023
Extent: 80,000 words
All rights available excluding World English language and Dutch (Thomas Rap).
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I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT HOME
Finding Myself After Losing Everything
Suad Aldarra
Suad Aldarra was born in Riyadh to Syrian parents, who
had moved to Saudi Arabia in the 1980s in the hope of
finding a better life for their children. Suad returned to Syria
in 2003 to study software engineering, before fleeing the war
there and heading to Egypt, just in time for the military coup
of 2013, and secured a job in New York, just as Trump
brought in his Muslim travel ban. She now lives in Dublin.
Her book tells the story of this journey—literal, spiritual and
emotional.
What makes this book special is that it’s not a book about
the horrors of war, though of course those horrors are there,
off stage, directing the action. It’s a book about the aftermath
of war and how Suad made a new life despite everything.
She turned her burgeoning tech skills, honed at college in
Syria despite the crippling restrictions of international sanctions, to her advantage and to that of other
displaced people. Suad has since gained a Masters in Data Analytics by developing a tool that analyses the
language in news coverage of Syria and refugees for bias.
Indeed, Suad is determined to change the traditional narrative of the ‘refugee experience’, a narrative which
often reinforces Western prejudices. As she writes in the proposal, quoting Malala Yousafzai, the problem
is that ‘we hear from refugees, but we don’t hear refugees.’ This book will change that.
Suad Aldarra is a Syrian storyteller, data scientist, and software engineer based in Dublin, Ireland. She
holds a Master’s in Data Analytics from the National University of Ireland, Galway (NUIG). Her thesis
RefugeesAre.info, which tackles the spreading issue of misinformation about refugees and migrants in the
news, won Techfugees Global Challenges Awards 2018, was shortlisted by the European DatSci & AI
Awards 2019 and won the Irish Red Cross Humanitarian Awards 2020. Techcrunch listed her work as one
of the 25 most innovative new projects using technology to help refugees and NGOs. Suad started the
Women Techmakers Group in Galway, a Google program to empower women in technology, and she
currently volunteers with Techfugees to empower displaced people with technology.
Suad was recently long-listed for her memoir, as part of the Penguin Random House WriteNow 2020
programme, which supports under-represented writers in the UK and Ireland. She has published Arabic
stories in Syrian and Lebanese newspapers.
UK Publisher: Doubleday Ireland, Penguin Random House
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 80,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth
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PLATYPUSOLOGY
Eggs, Extinction, and the Importance of Australian Mammals
Jack Ashby
The platypus is a wonderful and fascinating beast. It
lays eggs, but then feeds its young on milk. It walks
like a lizard, but has a bill superficially like a duck’s.
And it is one of the very few venomous mammals,
despite its undeniably cute looks. But, like other
Australian mammals, it may be looked upon fondly
but not fairly. Alongside its fellow egg-laying
monotreme, the echidna, and their marsupial
cousins, they are often talked about as more
‘primitive’ than other mammals, despite being every
bit as evolved as we are. And that’s where natural
history gets political...
Jack Ashby’s consuming passion for the mammals of
Australia—and the platypus in particular—fuels this
narrative which explores how humans think about,
classify and interact with the natural world. Packed
full of fascinating and entertaining wildlife stories
from Jack’s years of fieldwork around the world,
it shines a light on the processes of evolution and
lays bare the surprisingly political nature of natural
history. And in the light of the recent bushfires in
Australia, Jack makes a rallying call for a change in
our attitudes to the natural world, before it’s too
late...
Jack Ashby is the manager of Cambridge University’s Museum of Zoology and an honorary research
fellow in the science department of University College London. He spends every summer working on
Australian mammal conservation projects and has pursued animals, in the name of research, across every
continent and terrain on earth.
UK Publisher: William Collins, HarperCollins
US Publisher: University of Chicago Press
Status: Proposal
Delivery Date: March 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and US.
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SOCIAL WARMING
The Dangerous and Polarising Effects of Social Media
Charles Arthur
Facebook didn’t mean to facilitate a genocide.
Twitter didn’t want to be used to harass women.
YouTube never planned to radicalise young men.
But with billions of users, every time these platforms tweak their
algorithms to generate more 'engagement', they bring unrest to
previously settled communities and erode our relationships. After
all, anger keeps you engaged.
It has been hard to address climate change precisely because it has
been happening slowly and in plain sight. In the same way, we
urgently need to address this social crisis before we reach an
irreversible tipping point.
Charles Arthur has been a science and technology journalist for
over thirty years. He was technology editor of the Guardian from
2005-2014 and at the Independent for the nine years before that. He
is now a freelance journalist, author, speaker and moderator,
contributing to the Guardian and other publications, and carrying out research into social division at
Cambridge University.

UK Publisher: Oneworld Publications
Status: Page Proofs
UK publication date: June 2021
Extent: 340 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language. Audio rights sold to Audible.
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DIAMONDS AT THE LOST AND FOUND
A Memoir in Search of My Mother
Sarah Aspinall
“A delicious memoir with echoes of An Education by Lynn
Barber and Esther Freud’s Hideous Kinky … a warm and
consistently entertaining portrait of a hapless but loving
mother.” —Daily Express
“Wry and warm: I went from gripped to moved and tearful
and I'd now like to read a hundred more books by this gifted,
vivid storyteller.” —Marian Keyes
“Just when you thought your family was offbeat, here comes
Fabulous Audrey. A portrait of dauntless spirit, this is what
happens when your skeletons stay out of the closet and take
you dancing.” —DBC Pierre
Sarah Aspinall grew up in the glittering wake of her irrepressible mother
Audrey. Born into poverty in 1930s Liverpool, Audrey had always known
that she was destined for better things and was determined to shape that
destiny for herself. From the fading seaside glamour of Southport, to New York and Hollywood, to postwar London and the stately homes of the English aristocracy, Audrey stylishly kicked down every door that
opened to her, on a ceaseless quest for excitement—and for love.
Once Sarah was born, she became Audrey’s companion on her adventures, travelling the world, scraping
together an education for herself from the books found in hotels or given to her by strangers, and living on
Audrey’s charm as they veered from luxury to poverty—an accessory to her mother’s desperate search for
‘the one’.
As Sarah grew older, she realised that theirs was a life hung about with mysteries. Who, for instance, was
the charming Sabet Sabescue, and what was his hold over Audrey during several months in Cairo? And
what on earth happened to the heirlooms that an ancient heiress, Miss Gillette, gave Sarah when they visited
her in Palm Springs? And why, when they returned to Southport was Audrey ostracised by the society she
so longed to be part of?
Diamonds at the Lost and Found is the story of how Sarah eventually pulled free of her mother’s gravitational
pull to carve out a destiny of her own. It’s a memoir about defying convention, and a love letter to an
England that has all but disappeared.
Sarah Aspinall is a BAFTA-winning producer and documentary maker. Her films have explored the
worlds of Philip Roth, Andy Warhol, Anais Nin and Saul Bellow to name but a few.
UK Publisher: Fourth Estate, HarperCollins
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 272 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE REACTOR
A Book About Grief and Repair
Nick Blackburn
“Funny, moving, terrible, more and more pertinent,
witty, deft, deconstructive and reconstructive […]
a lovely, exact and exacting, intelligent, soulful and
truthful book. […] I love it. I think it is the real thing.”
—Ali Smith
“Beautiful, strange
—Olivia Laing

and

completely

compelling.”

“Nick Blackburn’s The Reactor is devastatingly
affecting. An episodic, elegiac bricolage of everyday life
and longing, it’s fiercely brilliant, raw, and beautiful,
and one of the finest accounts of the mysterious workings
of grief I have ever read. It pulled my heart to absolute
pieces and left me reeling with love.” —Helen Macdonald
The Reactor is startlingly strange and intensely beautiful; it is also
resolutely its own thing. At one level, it’s an experimental piece of
narrative nonfiction, about Chernobyl and Alexander McQueen and Joni Mitchell, and so much else. On
a deeper level, it’s a fragmentary memoir written in the wake of Nick’s father’s sudden death, charting a
process of grieving and mental unravelling, of breaking and mending, of making sense and of
forging beauty out of loss.
Nick Blackburn studied for a PhD at Trinity College, Cambridge in Renaissance drama, and taught
English there for several years. He then moved into theatre at English National Opera and at The Wooster
Group in New York, before training as a psychoanalytic therapist. As a therapist, he has worked with
the charities MIND and the Single Homeless Project and has a particular focus in working on anxiety and
trauma, particularly with LGBT+ people. The Reactor is his first book.

UK Publisher: Faber & Faber
Status: Edited manuscript
UK Publication: January 2022
Extent: 45,000 words.
All right available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE ART OF FAIRNESS
The Power of Decency in a World Turned Mean
David Bodanis
“an enthralling storyteller. Prepare to be taken on a surprising,
wide-ranging and ultimately inspiring journey to explore what
makes us human.” —Tim Harford
“a primer for anyone fed up with the meanness of much of
society, and looking for inspiration to do better” —Financial Times
“cheering, timely, inspirational” —Sunday Times
Can you succeed without being a terrible person? We often think not:
recognising that, as the old saying has it, “nice guys finish last”. But does
that mean you have to go to the other extreme, and be a bully or
Machiavellian to get anything done?
In The Art of Fairness, David Bodanis uses thrilling historical case studies to
show there's a better path, leading neatly in between. He reveals how it
was fairness, applied with skill, that led the Empire State Building to be
constructed in barely a year - and how the same techniques brought a quiet English debutante to become
an acclaimed jungle guerrilla fighter. In ten vivid profiles —featuring pilots, presidents, and even the
producer of Game of Thrones—we see that the path to greatness doesn't require crushing displays of power or
tyrannical ego. Simple fair decency can prevail.
With surprising insights from across history—including the downfall of the very man who popularised the
phrase “nice guys finish last”—The Art of Fairness charts a refreshing and sustainable new approach to
cultivating integrity and influence.
David Bodanis is the author of numerous books, including The Secret House, a New York Times bestseller;
Electric Universe, which won the Royal Society Prize for Best Science Book of the Year; and E=mc2, an
international bestseller that was translated into 28 languages, longlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize for
Nonfiction, and adapted into the PBS NOVA documentary Einstein's Big Idea as well as an award-winning
ballet. He studied mathematics, physics, and economics at the University of Chicago, and for many years
taught the “Intellectual Tool Kit” course at Oxford University. Originally from Chicago, he currently lives
in London.

UK Publisher: Bridge Street Press/ Little Brown, Hachette
US Publisher: Abrams Press
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Complex Chinese (Yaun-Liou), Japanese
(Kobunsha), and Korean (Woongjin Think Big).
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LOST IN THE EAST
Peter Bradley
Lost in the East is a fascinating, challenging but ultimately
very moving memoir by former Labour MP Peter Bradley
about his quest to understand what really happened to his
family during the Second World War. It is also an
unflinching investigation into the roots of the anti-Semitism
that continues to blight our culture.
Peter’s family were German and Jewish—his father was
interned in Buchenwald in the aftermath of Kristellnacht,
only to be released and allowed to settle in London before
the outbreak of war, penniless and alone. His grandparents
and various other family members, however, were shipped
from their homes in Bavaria by train to Latvia, to the Riga
ghetto and various internment camps, where they were
murdered.
After his father’s death in 2014, Peter was struck by the
desire not only to find out what had happened, but also to try to understand why. Why had his grandparents’
former friends and neighbours turned from them? Were his family victims of Nazi propaganda? Or was
something else—something older, and even more pernicious—going on?
Such apparently intractable questions led Peter to travel to the forests of Latvia to see where his
grandparents died and to dig deeply into the roots of anti-Semitism. As Peter was able to pick up the threads
of his own family’s history, so he uncovered a story of the routine and often brutal discrimination faced by
European Jews in every part of their lives for centuries. Moreover, this book raises urgent questions about
what the long legacy of anti-Semitism means for all of us in the febrile political climate we find ourselves in
today.
Peter Bradley was Labour MP for The Wrekin from 1997 to 2005 and he has been involved with British
politics for over 40 years. He is co-founder of the Speakers’ Corner Trust, a charity which promotes free
expression, public debate and active citizenship. He has written, usually on politics, for a wide range of
publications including The Times, the Guardian and the New Statesman. He lives in Shropshire. Lost in the East
will be his first book.

UK Publisher: Harper North, HarperCollins
Status: Proposal
Delivery: May 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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FREEZING ORDER
A True Story of Russian Money Laundering, State-Sponsored
Murder, and Surviving Vladimir Putin’s Wrath
Bill Browder
Freezing Order is a real-life thriller that spans the globe from Madrid to
London to Monaco to Washington to Aspen to Paris to Moscow.
It follows the events described in Bill Browder’s first book, the #1 New York
Times bestseller, Red Notice—the story of how Browder, a Moscow-based
hedge fund manager, was expelled from Russia after exposing corruption
at the companies he invested in. After his expulsion, these companies were
stolen by corrupt Russian officials and used in a massive $230 million tax
rebate fraud. When Browder’s Russian lawyer, Sergei Magnitsky,
investigated, he discovered who was involved and testified against them. In
retaliation, Sergei was arrested, tortured for 358 days in detention, and
ultimately killed by eight riot guards with rubber batons on November 16,
2009.
Freezing Order tells the story of how Browder has gone after the people who received the $230 million that
Sergei was killed over. It begins the moment Browder’s team tracked the money as it flowed out of Russia,
through the Baltics and Cyprus, and on to Western countries. Everywhere it moved, it corrupted.
As western law enforcement agencies began freezing it, Putin panicked. (Browder’s team would eventually
discover that Putin himself had received some of the proceeds of the crime.) In response, the Russian
government cooked up rendition plots, set honey traps, administered rare poisons, pushed people out of
windows, spread disinformation, and committed even more murders.
Ultimately, Freezing Order shows how Browder’s investigations were integral to the 2016 Trump Tower
meeting and the Helsinki Summit, and explains exactly why Putin interfered in the US election in order to
help Donald Trump get elected. They also led to the exposure of the largest money laundering scheme
Europe has ever seen—a quarter-trillion-dollar scandal based in Estonia and Denmark.
Many have written about these events from the outside, but few have been brave enough to write about
them from the inside. Freezing Order tells the whole story. And it’s far worse than you think.
Bill Browder is the founder and CEO of Hermitage Capital Management. Before founding Hermitage,
Browder was Vice-President at Salomon Brothers. He holds a BA in Economics from the University of
Chicago and an MBA from Stanford Business School.
UK and US Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Status: Proposal
Delivery: June 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 120,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Brazilian Portuguese (Intrinseca), Dutch
(Atlas Contact), Finnish (WSOY), French (Calmann Levy), Icelandic (Bokaforlagic) and Polish (Sonia
Draga). Audio rights sold to Recorded Books.
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THE ART OF MORE
How Mathematics Created Civilisation
Dr Michael Brooks
“Brooks shows how the childhood question “What’s the
point of this?” can be reframed: esoteric concepts such as
imaginary numbers, cryptography and the semi-mystical
digits of pi are revealed to be the essential building blocks of
the 21st century.” —Liz Else ans Simon Ings, New Scientist
1, 2, 3 … ? The untrained brain isn’t wired for maths; beyond the
number 3, it just sees ‘more’. So why bother learning it at all?
You might remember studying geometry, calculus, and algebra at
school, but you probably didn’t realise—or weren’t taught—that these
are the roots of art, architecture, government, and almost every other
aspect of our civilisation. The mathematics of triangles enabled
explorers to travel far across the seas and astronomers to map the
heavens. Calculus won the Allies the Second World War and halted the
HIV epidemic. And imaginary numbers, it turns out, are essential to
the realities of twenty-first-century life.
From ancient Egyptian priests to the Apollo astronauts, and
Babylonian tax collectors to juggling robots, join Michael Brooks and his extraordinarily eccentric cast of
characters in discovering how maths shaped the world around you.
Michael Brooks is a science writer with a PhD in Quantum Physics and the author of several books,
including the bestselling 13 Things That Don’t Make Sense and The Quantum Astrologer’s Handbook, a Daily
Telegraph Book of the Year in 2017.

UK Publisher: Scribe
US Publisher: Knopf, Penguin Random House
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: 9th September 2021
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Complex Chinese (Gusa), Simplified Chinese
(Booky), Dutch (Athaeneum), Italian (Bollati) and Korean (ROK).
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IN THE NAME OF THE MOTHER
Paul Caruana Galizia
On October 16th 2017, when Paul Caruana Galizia had just started his
working day in London, his eldest brother called to say their mother
Daphne had just been assassinated. He returned to their native Malta that
day and, with his two brothers and their father, began a personal quest to
discover who was responsible for Daphne’s murder and who stood to
profit from ending the life of a journalist whose courage and
determination threatened the powerful with the truth. Two years later,
they have.
In the Name of the Mother is more than an investigation into the life and
assassination of Daphne by her son Paul. It’s an examination of the
globalisation of corruption and what it has done to a modern European
country; it’s about the escape from colonialism to another kind of
arrogant power; it’s a personal history of writing when the stakes are high
and the intimidation is violent. Above all, it’s a universal homage to
mothers and their sons.
Paul Caruana Galizia works as the Economics and Finance Editor for the Tortoise, having previously
been a Visiting Fellow at the LSE, an analyst at Facebook, and a Marie Curie Fellow at the HumboldtUniversity in Berlin. In 2019 he won the New Journalist of the Year award at the British Journalism
Awards. He has also produced a four part investiagtive special, ‘My Mother’s Murder’, as part of The
Tortoise Podcast.
UK Publisher: Hutchinson Heinemann, Penguin Random House
Status: Unedited manuscript
Delivery: September 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth. Film rights sold to Working Title.
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ELUSIVE
How Higgs Became a Boson
Frank Close
One night in 1964, Peter Higgs has the flash of theoretical insight that
leads to his fame. His new theory assumes, to quote his friend Frank
Close, “that even if space were to be emptied completely it would still be filled by a
ghost-like field that cannot be shut down, known as the Higgs field. Immersed in this
essence forever, we have nonetheless been unaware of it. The concept is so revolutionary,
and so removed from our normal senses, that it took half a century to establish, leading
to Higgs’ Nobel”.
Now 91 years old, Peter Higgs, the Nobel prize-winning discoverer of
the Higgs Boson, lives alone in Edinburgh, and he and Frank Close have
fallen into the long-term habit of speaking on the phone for an hour each
week, often on Sunday evenings. Out of those conversations grew this
book, the first authorised account of Peter Higgs’ career and the
discovery of the Higgs Boson.
Here, we have Peter Higgs growing up in the aftermath of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, excited by the
possibilities of science but fearing their consequences to the extent that he becomes involved in the
Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament. From there, we move through his scientific career and the years
between 1964 and 2012, when the ever-modest man lived so quietly that some scientists were unaware that
he yet lived at all. Then the team of researchers at CERN confirmed that they had discovered the Higgs
Boson and a year later in 2013 Peter Higgs co-won the Nobel Prize for Physics with Francois Englert. The
unassuming Higgs was suddenly thrown into the limelight.
Elusive is also an examination of the state of fundamental physics in the near decade after discovery of the
Higgs boson. Is it realistic to continue planning ever-larger machines that will dwarf the Large Hadron
Collider at CERN? And what does Higgs think about the newly announced plans to build a machine, 100
kilometres long, which will take over 30 years to complete and cost another €21 billion? At its heart,
however, Elusive is the story of a modest man who discovered something extraordinary.
Professor Frank Close OBE is a physicist, broadcaster and author. He was Head of Communications
at CERN and is now Professor of Theoretical Physics at Oxford University and Fellow Emeritus at Exeter
College. He won the Royal Society's Michael Faraday Prize in 2013 for Excellence in Science
Communication and the Institute of Physics Kelvin Medal in 1996. He is the only professional scientist to
have won the British Science Writers Prize on three occasions. He has published over 200 research papers
in particle physics and 19 books.
UK Publisher: Penguin Press/ Allen Lane, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: September 2021
US Publication: tbc
Extent: 100,000 words
All right available excluding US.
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ONE MIDSUMMER’S DAY
Mark Cocker
One Midsummer’s Day is a modern version of
the Book of Genesis, telling the stories of life and of
life’s origins. This momentous story is viewed
through a very specific prism. Mark Cocker
recounts his sightings and experiences as they
unfold in one garden over the course of a single
summer’s day. And in the cross-hairs of the lens
is a world-wrapping species at the height of its
breeding cycle—the Common Swift Apus
apus swirling through the skies of late July.
Swifts span the Old World from easternmost
China to Ireland and south to the African Cape.
Adapted to a life of perpetual motion, common
swifts breeding in Beijing pass their winters in
Namibia. Young birds, after leaving their nests,
may fly non-stop for half a million miles.
One Midsummer’s Day is at once a biography of one
of the Earth’s most extraordinary creatures. It’s
also a celebration of the 3.8 billion-year-old miracle in which we're all steeped every moment of the lifelong day.
Mark Cocker is an author, naturalist and environmental teacher who writes and broadcasts on nature
and wildlife in a variety of national media. His books include works of biography, history, literary criticism
and memoir. His previous book Crow Country was shortlisted for several awards, including the Samuel
Johnson Prize (2008), and won the New Angle Prize for Literature (2009). For 35 years his home has been
in Norfolk, where much of his free time is devoted to the restoration of a small wooded fen called Blackwater
and all its thousands of wild inhabitants.

UK Publisher: Jonathan Cape, Penguin Random House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: 31st June 2021
UK Publication: June 2022
Extent: 75,000 to 110,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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CLEOPATRA’S DAUGHTER
Egyptian Princess, Roman Prisoner, African Queen
Jane Draycott
After the double suicide of Antony and Cleopatra,
Cleopatra’s young children were taken back to Rome
and paraded through the city streets as part of the
spoils of war. But only one of them, her daughter
Cleopatra Selene, would survive. Indeed, she went on
to jointly rule over a substantial chunk of the Roman
Empire in North Africa alongside her husband Juba,
and in some ways she would succeed where her
mother had failed.
Jane Draycott has devoted years to piecing together
Cleopatra Selene’s life. It has involved some serious
detective work—in museums and archives around the
world, as well as archaeological sites from Pompeii to
North Africa. But what an extraordinary story it is—
Cleopatra Selene was a princess who became a
prisoner, a prisoner who became a queen, an Egyptian
who became a Roman, and a woman who became a
powerful ruler when the odds were heavily stacked
against her.
Jane Draycott is a Roman historian and
archaeologist with a special interest in Graeco-Roman
Egypt. She has degrees in archaeology, ancient history
and classics, has worked in academic institutions in the
UK and Italy, and excavated sites ranging from
Bronze Age villages to First World War trenches
across Europe. Jane is currently Lecturer in Ancient History at the University of Glasgow.
UK Publisher: Head of Zeus
US Publisher: Liveright, W.W. Norton
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2021
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 90,000 words
All right available excluding World English Language and Dutch (Omniboek).
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BLACK AND WHITE THINKING
The Burden of a Binary Brain in a Complex World
Kevin Dutton
“Essential insights into the character of human choice
and decision-making. You'll not think about thinking
the same way afterwards.” —Robert Cialdini, author
of Influence and Pre-suasion
“Fascinating, important and entirely convincing.”
—Philip Pullman
“Kevin Dutton is a Special Forces-style psychologist.
Daring. Original. All action. No nonsense.” —Sir
Ranulph Fiennes
It is human instinct to sort and categorize. We are hardwired to
discriminate and frame everything in binary black and white. It's
how our brains work. Migrant or refugee? Muslim or Christian?
Them or us? Rather than reaching out to those who are different,
we bond with those who are similar to ourselves. Rather than
challenging our own thinking about the world, we endeavour only
to confirm what we believe.
The result is that the difference between polarized beliefs becomes
ever greater. Dangerous possibilities arise. The Alt Right. ISIS. Brexit. Trump. Through persistent binary
thinking our capacity for rational and nuanced thought—seeing the grey, rather than merely black and
white—begins to erode.
Black and White Thinking is an alarm call. Amidst a rising tide of religious intolerance and political extremism,
it argues that by understanding the evolutionary programming of our binary brains we can overcome it,
make sense of the world and in future make much subtler—and far better—decisions.
Dr Kevin Dutton is a research fellow at the Department of Experimental Psychology, University of
Oxford. He is an affiliated member of the Royal Society of Medicine and of the Society for the Scientific
Study of Psychopathy. He is the author of the acclaimed Flipnosis: The Art Of Split-Second Persuasion and The
Wisdom of Psychopaths: Lessons in Life from Saints, Spies and Serial Killers. He lives in the Cotswolds.
UK Publisher: Bantam/Transworld, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 400 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Complex Chinese (Sun Color), Simplified
Chinese (Booky), German (DTV), Polish (Muza), Romanian (GLOBO), Russian (Exmo), Spanish (Ariel),
and Turkish (Destek).
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FORTUNE’S BAZAAR
Vaudine England
Hong Kong suffers from a sovereign identity crisis. For
155 years it was a British Crown Colony and a thriving
centre of international commerce, generating vast
fortunes for many of the world’s richest families and
biggest companies. It is now a Special Administrative
Region of China, ruled by the Chinese Communist
Party. Over the years, British-oriented histories have
tended to attribute Hong Kong’s rise to global power
to the supposed genius of Empire, while the Chinese
version of events sees the city as the architectural
incarnation of a century of humiliation at the hands of
the capitalist west.
But what these competing narratives have missed out
entirely are the people of Hong Kong who made all this
possible, in all their diverse, multi-cultural,
cosmopolitan glory. The people who built the tower
blocks, ran the brothels, founded the banks and transformed this one-time fishing village into an
incomparable global centre of business, culture and cuisine.
Asian traders had been busy in the Indian and South East Asian seas long before the British arrived in 1841.
But once these traders reached Hong Kong, they mixed and started families and stayed, creating a city with
a distinct identity all its own. As a result, many of Hong Kong’s most influential figures during its first
century were neither British nor Chinese—they were Malay or Indian, Jewish or Armenian, Parsee or
Portuguese and, often, Eurasian.
This book is the first to properly examine the varied peoples who made Hong Kong. Here are the boatwomen and their progeny, the opium-traders who built synagogues or churches, the ship owners carrying
gold-rush migrants, the property tycoons and more. Here too is the visionary who plumbed Hong Kong’s
harbour depths to spur reclamation, the half-Dutch Chinese gentleman with two wives who was knighted
by Queen Victoria, and the landscape gardeners who settled Kowloon. Fortune’s Bazaar is a story of empire,
race and sex, and it offers startling insights into the ambiguous identity of Hong Kong to this day.
Vaudine England was a journalist for three decades in South East Asia and Hong Kong for the BBC,
Reuters, the Far Eastern Economic Review and several London newspapers. Now a research associate with the
Hong Kong History Project, under the auspices of Bristol University, she brings her journalistic skills of
investigative reporting and interviewing to the archives and old stories. She lives in Hong Kong and
Amsterdam.
US Publisher: Scribner, Simon & Schuster
Status: Proposal
Delivery: June 2021
US Publication: Autumn 2022
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding US and Canada.
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FAKE HISTORY
Ten Great Lies and How They Shaped the World
Otto English
A fun, authoritative and alternative history of the world that
exposes some of the biggest lies ever told and how they've been
used over time.
Lincoln did not believe all men were created equal.
The Aztecs were not slaughtered by the Spanish Conquistadors.
And Churchill was not the man that people love to remember.
Taking the ten biggest lies from history and looking at the people
who propagated them, social commentator and expert historian
Otto English shows how our past has been bent and broken, used
and abused over time to fit the ends of some of the world's most
powerful people.
Whether it's Donald Trump, Kim Jong-Il or Aung San Suu Kyi,
the media or people in your newsfeed, Fake History explores the
ways in which everything we think we know is shaped and sold
back to us as 'lessons from history'. From creating nation myths
and forging 1984-style imaginary wars to how apologies can alter
perceptions and how we can even dramatically shape our own image, Otto English sets out to redress the
balance and to reclaim history from those who seek to pervert it.
Fake History is an alternative history of the world that you weren't taught in school.
Otto English is the pen name for journalist Andrew Scott. He specialises in history and political narratives
and, writes robustly about contemporary politics. He is highly active on Twitter where he has over 55,000
loyal followers.

UK Publisher: Welbeck
Status: Page proofs
UK publication: 10 June 2021
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth. Audio rights sold to Audible.
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THE MAN WHO WAS TOO FREE
A History of Modern Russia Through the Prism of Boris
Nemtsov
Mikhail Fishman
The Man Who Was Too Free is unique. It is also an extremely
convincing attempt to write a political biography of Russia, from
the moment when Mikhail Gorbachev’s rise to power brought
people like Boris Nemtsov into politics, until the day when Nemtsov
was assassinated. Nemtsov’s story is closely entwined, on both the
political and personal level, with the history of an entire country.
Based on hundreds of interviews, along with a huge amount of
evidence and archival documents. Mikhail Fishman’s research
gives the reader a rare and unique opportunity to follow all the
major events and developments in Russian political life in detail—
and to do so from the inside. At the same time, the history is
fascinating enough for the eventual book to read like a thriller,
despite its exceptional documentary nature. In it, we will hear the
actual voices of the various participants, and we learn incredible
details of the political life of the country. Many of these insiders’ views will be published for the first time.
This book is about how, after 70 years of communist rule, Russia attempted to become free, and how
whatever freedom was achieved was then gradually lost. The story starts with a dramatic account of how
Boris Nemtsov, then a talented young physicist, made the life-changing decision to become one of the
youngest and most talented politicians in the new Russia. Thereafter, the story darkens, showing how the
political games of people in power gradually returned the country to the hopeless past, with its unfreedom,
and its economic and political backwardness.
Winner of the Paul Klebnikov Fund Excellence in Journalism Award, Mikhail Fishman is one of Russia’s
leading independent journalists and broadcasters. He was editor-in-chief of the Moscow Times, Russia’s only
non-state English-language publication, from 2015 to 2017, and in 2017 released The Man Who Was Too
Free, an award-winning feature length documentary on Boris Nemtsov, which became the highest grossing
documentary in Russia in at least a decade. More recently, Mikhail was a significant contributor to the
upcoming Channel 4 documentary, Putin: A Russian Spy Story. He lives in Moscow.

UK Publisher: Pushkin Press
Russian Publisher: Corpus
Delivery: Russian text March 2021; English text December 2021
Russian Publication: Autumn 2021
UK Publication: Autumn 2022
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language and Russian.
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TWO HEADS
A Graphic Exploration of Brains, Minds and Human
Interaction
Alex, Chris and Uta Frith, Daniel Locke
Two Heads is a ground-breaking work of graphic non-fiction on the
neuroscience of co-operation, told by the two literal heads
belonging to eminent professors of neuroscience, Uta and Chris
Frith. Over careers spanning six decades, and with areas of
expertise ranging from free will and consciousness to autism and
schizophrenia, the two Friths have redrawn the boundaries of their
field. Now collaborating with the artist Daniel Locke and author
Alex Frith, their son, Two Heads sees Uta and Chris Frith
uncovering the science of ‘social cognition’—or, in other words,
unpicking what is really going on when we act in pairs or as part of
a team.
An expert on both autism and dyslexia, Uta Frith was in 2014
listed as one of the most eminent psychologists of the modern era
by the American Psychological Association. She is currently serving
as President of the British Science Association and chairs the Royal
Society’s Diversity Committee. Uta is a fellow of the Royal Society,
British Academy, Academy of Medical Sciences, German National Academy of Sciences Leopoldina, and
a foreign member of the National Academy of Sciences USA. In 2014, she was jointly awarded the JeanNicod Lecture Series Prize with her husband, Professor Christopher Frith.
Christopher Frith, psychologist and professor emeritus at the Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging,
was in 2016 ranked among the ten most influential brain scientists of the modern era. He is a world expert
on schizophrenia and a pioneer in the use of brain imaging, and in 2000 was the senior member of the team
that drew world press attention when they discovered enlargement of the hippocampus in the brains of
London taxi drivers. Christopher is a fellow of the Royal Society, British Academy, Academy of Medical
Science, and American Association for the Advancement of Science.
Alex Frith has been a children's non-fiction author since 2005. Two of his books have been shortlisted for
the Royal Society Young's People's Book Prize: See inside Inventions and 100 Things to Know About Space.
Artist Daniel Locke’s first full length graphic novel is Out of Nothing (NoBrow Press). Daniel has completed
a large number of commissions for organisations such as the Wellcome Trust, The Arts Council and The
National Trust.
UK Publisher: Bloomsbury
US Publisher: Scribner, Simon & Schuster
Delivery: May 2021
Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: approx. 270 pages
All rights available apart from UK and Commonwealth, US and Simplified Chinese (Hunan Science and
Technology Press).
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NO TO IMPUNITY
Universal Jurisdiction: The Victim’s Last Hope
Baltasar Garzón
“Combining impeccable legal arguments with a sense of
repulsion towards impunity and solidarity with
victims…this book is by a man of law who uses his legal
knowledge as an instrument to fight injustice and impunity,
whilst simultaneously offering comfort and hope to
victims.” —Boaventura de Sousa Santos
An essential review of the human rights violations committed by various dictatorships
in the 20th century.
Judge Garzón gained international fame with his case against Pinochet.
A decade later his career was almost brought to an end by his defence
of the victims of Francoism. In between, he tried many other cases in
a passionate fight against impunity for the powerful.
In this book, Baltasar Garzón examines his career in Human Rights
Defence, including the poignant cases where he was prevented from
taking action.
Baltasar Garzón is a former Spanish judge, who has participated in the investigation of crimes of
terrorism, drug trafficking and money laundering. He also investigated and tried a number of high-profile
international cases for crimes against humanity, most notably against the Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet
and the Argentine naval officer, Adolfo Scilingo. In 2010 he was suspended from the judiciary following his
investigation of Francoist crimes. However, he was appointed as an external legal adviser at the
International Criminal Court in The Hague and in 2011 he was also appointed as an external consultant
for the OAS Peace Process Support Mission in Colombia and later that year he joined the Committee for
the Prevention of Torture of the Council of Europe. He founded the Baltasar Garzón International
Foundation—FIBGAR—in 2011 to promote Human Rights and Universal Jurisdiction with programs in
Spain, Argentina, Colombia and Mexico.

Spanish Publisher: Debate, Penguin Random House Spain.
Status: Final PDF (Spanish)
Extent: 784 pages
Represented on behalf of Penguin Random House Spain.
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PICCADILLY
Half a Century of Bright Lights
Midge Gillies
In 1938 a guidebook, London: The World’s Largest City boasted:
“Piccadilly Circus can be said to be the axle pin of the metropolis
[...] It is the place that all exiled English men and women abroad
think of in their home-sick reveries; and so may justly describe it as
London’s throbbing heart.” A more precise analogy would
describe Piccadilly Circus’s elegant Art Deco tube station as the
vital organ that pumps passengers—Londoners, British visitors and
overseas tourists—out into the arteries that make up this distinctive
part of the capital: Regent Street, Shaftesbury Avenue, Coventry
Street, Haymarket and Piccadilly. Whichever exit the visitor
chooses he or she has the opportunity for transformation: to find
another version of themselves, to be transported by shopping,
dining, music, film, theatre or by a chance encounter.
It is perhaps the energy and excitement of Piccadilly that makes it
such a potent meeting place: many political plans and theatrical
careers have been hatched at its restaurant and café tables. By
contrast, it was partly the quality of its afternoon tea and the high standard of the ladies’ cloakrooms that
made the Criterion so popular with Christabel Pankhurst and other suffragettes.
Piccadilly also symbolised subversive love. It was a place where prostitutes plied their trade and learned to
outwit the purveyors of the newly respectable entertainments. Homosexuals found comfort in the shadows
and street corners of Piccadilly or rejoiced in the after-hours freedom of restaurants and clubs where they
could be themselves. Others sought anonymity in the crowds; couples used the vastness of the Regent Palace
Hotel (Europe’s biggest hotel when it opened in 1915) to conduct affairs or to act out a double life.
The idea of Piccadilly as the beating heart of London persists today. Piccadilly Circus is an essential
destination on any tourist’s itinerary and many visitors arriving from Heathrow Airport first emerge here
blinking into the bright lights of London. And, unlike other parts of the capital, Piccadilly has remained
undiluted, its character preserved in a well-defined patch of the city. In this new ‘biography’, Midge Gillies
tells its fascinating, compelling story, complete with its cast of vivid characters.
Midge Gillies is the author of seven non-fiction books, including biographies of the pioneering pilot Amy
Johnson (Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 2003) and the Edwardian music hall star, Marie Lloyd (Victor Gollancz,
1999). Midge studied History at Girton College and was Royal Literary Fund Fellow at Magdalene College,
Cambridge for three years. She is Academic Director of Creative Writing at the University of
Cambridge Institute of Continuing Education and has a PhD from the University of East Anglia.
UK Publisher: Two Roads, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: January 2022
UK publication: Autumn 2022
Extent: 70,000 – 80,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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GARDENING FOR BUMBLEBEES
A Practical Guide to Creating a Paradise for Pollinators
Dave Goulson
“Dave Goulson... has perfected the art of turning the
entomologist's technical expertise into easy-reading
everyman's prose.” —Mark Cocker, Spectator
“Goulson reminds himself that he 'began studying
bumblebees not because they are important
pollinators but because they are fascinating, because
they behave in interesting and mysterious ways, and
because they are rather loveable.” —Hannah
Rosefield, Literary Review
There are twenty-six different species of bumblebees to be
found in the UK, of around 250 species worldwide.
Bumblebees are among the most important of our insects; these
superb pollinators ensure that wildflowers set seed and
reappear each year, and that our vegetable and fruit crops give
us bountiful harvests. With the decline in the populations of our
wild bees, these beloved creatures need looking after more than
ever.
Gardening for Bumblebees shows you how you can provide a refuge
for bumblebees to feed, breed and thrive. No matter how large
or small your space is, Dave Goulson shows you how you can make a pollinator-friendly haven. In this book
you will learn the best trees, shrubs and flowers for pollinators, how to create the perfect nest and breeding
site, and the best ways to control pests. Gardening for Bumblebees will encourage and inspire gardeners and
allotmenters alike to make their patch more bee-friendly.
Dave Goulson is Professor of Biology at University of Sussex. He is the author of the Sunday Times
bestsellers, Garden Jungle and A Sting in the Tale, which was shortlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize and was
BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week, and A Buzz in the Meadow. Goulson founded the Bumblebee Conservation
Trust in 2006. For his work in championing the cause of our wild bees he was made the Biotechnology and
Biological Sciences Research Council’s Social Innovator of the Year, awarded the Zoological Society of
London’s Marsh Award for Conservation Biology, elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Edinburgh and
given the British Ecological Society Public Engagement Award. In 2015 he was in BBC Wildlife Magazine’s
list of the top 50 most influential people in conservation.
UK Publisher: Square Peg, Penguin Random House
UK Publication: 1st April 2021
Status: Page proofs
Specifications: Full-colour hardback, 230mm x 140mm, 70-100 full-colour photographs
Extent: 288 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and German (Hanser).
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SILENT EARTH
Averting the Insect Apocalypse
Dave Goulson
In the tradition of Rachel Carson’s ground-breaking
environmental classic Silent Spring, an award-winning
entomologist and conservationist explains the importance of
insects to our survival, and offers a clarion call to avoid a
looming ecological disaster of our own making.
Insects are essential for life as we know it. As they become more
scarce, our world will slowly grind to a halt; we simply cannot
function without them. Drawing on the latest ground-breaking
research and a lifetime's study, Dave Goulson reveals the
shocking decline of insect populations that has taken place in
recent decades, with potentially catastrophic consequences. He
passionately argues that we must all learn to love, respect and
care for our six-legged friends.
Eye-opening, inspiring and riveting, Silent Earth is part love letter
to the insect world, part elegy, part rousing manifesto for a
greener world. It is a call to arms for profound change at every
level—in government policy, agriculture, industry and in our
own homes and gardens. Although time is running out, it is not
yet too late for insect populations to recover. We may feel
helpless in the face of many of the environmental issues that loom on our horizon, but Goulson shows us
that we can all take simple steps to encourage insects and counter their destruction.

UK Publisher: Jonathan Cape, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Ecco Press, HarperCollins
Status: Page proofs
UK Publication: 5th August 2021
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Dutch (Atlas Contact), German (Hanser),
Italian (Il Saggiatore), Japanese (NHK) and Norwegian (Forlaget).
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MY FOURTH TIME, WE DROWNED
Sally Hayden
My Fourth Time, We Drowned had its genesis in a cry for help
out of nowhere. In 2018 Sally received a Facebook message
that read: “Hi sister Sally, we need your help”. It was sent
by a refugee in a Libyan detention camp and ultimately led
her to unearth the utterly shocking story of how Libyan
warlords and smugglers were colluding with United Nations
and European Union authorities to intercept refugees and
migrants attempting to cross the Mediterranean to
Europe. Held in Libyan camps, many of those detained were
starved or denied medical attention; some had been
delivered there by smugglers who had decided the sea
crossings had become too risky; and worse, many were
tortured, raped, sold for ransom and even used as human
shields.
Sally plans to build her narrative on the true stories of the dozens of migrants and refugees whom she came
to know while researching this scandal. She aims to humanise them, to show them as people just like us,
and she’s done that by following the story here of Yona, a teenager who fled Eritrea and then Ethiopia only
to end up in the camps, where he witnessed brutalisation and friends’ suicides, but also became a spokesman
for his fellow detainees. There’s also the account of Fatima Darboe Osman, once a local shop owner who
witnesses both her seven-year-old son and her husband die in detention due to medical neglect; and Ali, a
young, gay Somali trying desperately to reach his boyfriend in Finland.
Sally Hayden studied law at Trinity, Dublin before an MA in international studies. She interned at the
Financial Times and then spent two years as staff writer at VICE in London. It was covering the Calais refugee
camps in 2015 that sparked her interest in migration, leading her to turn freelance and concentrate on the
refugee crisis and Africa. She contributes to the New York Times, BBC, TIME, CNN International,
the Guardian, Telegraph, and more, as well as holding a core job as a foreign correspondent for the Irish Times.
In 2019 Sally was one of the Forbes ‘30 Under 30’ journalists in the European Media list, and she won the
2018 European Migration Media Award. She’s also been a finalist at the Frontline Club Awards, One
World Media Awards, Amnesty International Media Awards, and the Kurt Schork Awards for
International Journalism. She has twice won the best ‘Foreign Coverage’ award at the Irish Journalism
Awards, plus ‘Journalist of the Year’ at the Irish Red Cross Humanitarian Awards. She’s benefited from
grants and fellowships from the United Nations Foundation to a 2019 Logan fellowship at the Carey
Institute for Global Good, which supported her when writing this book proposal.
UK Publisher: Fourth Estate, HarperCollins
US Publisher: Melville House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: July 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and US.
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THE MERCENARY STREAM
London’s Water and the Making of the Modern City
Nick Higham
The extraordinary story of London’s water supply is in many
ways the story of modernity itself. The sheer complexity of
taking clean water into every household in what was the
biggest city on earth—and then taking it away again, only
substantially less clean—is something we nowadays take
completely for granted. But at the time it was nothing short of
revolutionary, for everyone concerned.
Our story begins with an enterprising Jacobean goldsmith,
Hugh Myddelton, who built what was called the New River
some 400 years ago, bringing regular fresh water to the masses
of London for the first time. In so doing he also introduced
the concept of private ownership of a public utility, and the
business world would never be the same again.
The Mercenary Stream is a fascinating story—repeated in cities
around the world, from New York to Paris to Mumbai—of technological innovation which generated
massive wealth and the corruption which inevitably followed.
Nick Higham spent 30 years as a journalist for the BBC, whenever possible smuggling history onto the
air under the guise of news. Nick also presented ‘Meet the Author’ on the BBC News Channel for many
years.
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THE HIGH SEAS
The Race to Save the Earth’s Last Wilderness
Dr Olive Heffernan
The oceans cover more than 70% of the Earth’s surface.
Two-thirds of those oceans are the High Seas, beyond
territorial waters. Largely unpoliced, their resources are
considered the common heritage of humanity—free, with
few exceptions, for all to exploit. The High Seas have long
seen battles over trade routes or fish stocks, but we live at a
time of convulsive change. For one, we are witnessing the
dawn of the ‘blue gold rush’, with mining companies eyeing
up the seemingly inexhaustible metal reserves strewn across
sea-beds, and bio-prospectors seeking to add to the 30,000 or
so antibiotics and pharmaceuticals—AZT, for instance—
which derive from sources in the seas.
At the same time, geo-engineers are designing huge projects
to stop glacier and ice-sheet erosion, in a race against climate
change, and conservationists are making plans to create
reserves to help replenish global fish stocks which have
declined by 50%. Add in the UN bodies looking to rewrite
the laws of the seas, and the international police bodies
planning to halt slavery and other crimes, and you realise that the High Seas are humanity’s new frontier.
Yet there’s so much that can still be done.
Olive Heffernan is a marine scientist and journalist who has spent twenty years thinking about and
researching the oceans. Academically, Olive is a zoologist who moved into marine science, spending the
early part of her career conserving fish stocks in the North and Irish Seas, before jumping from academia
and the decks of trawlers into journalism. She then rose quickly through the ranks at Nature magazine,
winning a couple of writing fellowships and launching the world’s most influential climate change
journal, Nature Climate Change, before leaving to freelance. In 2019 she won an RSL Giles St. Aubyn Award
for first commissioned works of non-fiction for The High Seas.
Now based in Dublin with her young family, she writes across the spectrum from Scientific
American to Nature and the New Scientist. Do look at her website at www.oliveheffernan.com.
UK Publisher: Profile Books
US Publisher: Greystone Books
Status: Proposal
Delivery: October 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US and Korean (Cocoon).
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NORMANDY ‘44
D-Day and the Battle for France
James Holland
A Sunday Times Bestseller
“Richly impressive, hard to surpass.” —William Boyd
“Balances human drama with the science of war as the Allies
knew it.” —Wall Street Journal
“A superb account of the invasions that deserves immense
praise…To convey the human drama of Normandy requires
great knowledge and sensitivity. Holland has both in spades.”
—The Times
“An impressive new account of D-Day ... Holland knows his
stuff when it comes to military matters ... he reads the minds
of the generals, their tactics, their blunders - on both sides.”
—Daily Mail
D-Day and the 76 days of bitter fighting in Normandy that followed have come to be seen as a defining
episode in the Second World War. Its story has been endlessly retold, and yet it remains a narrative
burdened by both myth and assumed knowledge.
In this re-examined history, James Holland presents a broader overview, one that challenges much of what
we think we know about D-Day and the Normandy campaign. The sheer size and scale of the Allies’ war
machine ultimately dominates the strategic, operational and tactical limitations of the German forces.
This was a brutal campaign. In terms of daily casualties, the numbers were worse than for any one battle
during the First World War. Drawing on unseen archives and introducing a cast of eyewitnesses, this epic
telling will profoundly recalibrate our understanding of Normandy’s true place in the tide of human history.
James Holland is the author of several top 10 bestsellers, including Dam Busters, which is being made into
a film by Peter Jackson, and The Battle of Britain. A contributor to numerous magazines and newspapers, he
reviews books regularly for the Sunday Telegraph. He has also written and presented the BAFTA shortlisted
documentary Battle of Britain, presented the BBC documentaries The Battle for Malta and Cold War, Hot Jets,
and made a film about the Dambusters raid. James is also the Co-Founder and Programme Director of the
Chalke Valley History Festival. Married with two children, he lives near Salisbury.
UK Publisher: Bantam/Transworld, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Grove Atlantic
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 720 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US, Simplified Chinese (Social Sciences Academic
Press), Polish (NapoleonV), and Spanish (Atico de los Libros).
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BROTHERS IN ARMS
By Tank to Germany
James Holland
From the bestselling author of Normandy '44 and Sicily '43
comes the untold story of the Sherwood Rangers.
It took a certain type of courage to serve in a tank in
World War Two. Encased in steel, surrounded by highly
explosive shells, a big and slow-moving target, every
crew member was utterly vulnerable to enemy attack
from all sides. Living—and dying—in a tank was a
brutal way to fight a war.
The Sherwood Rangers were one of the great tank
regiments. They had learned their trade the hard way,
under the burning sun of North Africa, on the
battlefields of El Alamein and Alam el Halfa. By the time
they landed on Gold Beach on D-Day, they were
toughened by experience and ready for combat.
From that moment on, the Sherwood Rangers were in the thick of the action until the war's end. They and
their Sherman tanks covered thousands of miles and endured some of the fiercest fighting in Western
Europe. The first British unit to cross into Germany, their engagements stretch from the Normandy
beaches, to the bridges at Eindhoven, and the grinding crossing of the Siegfried Line and on into the Nazi
heartland.
Through compelling eye-witness testimony and James Holland's expert analysis of the war in the
West, Brothers In Arms brings to vivid life the final bloody scramble across Europe and gives the most powerful
account to date of what it was really like to fight in the dying days of World War Two.
UK Publisher: Bantam/Transworld, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Grove Atlantic
Delivery: 31st May 2021
UK Publication: 30th September 2021
Extent: 400 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and US.
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DOMINION
The Making of the Western Mind
Tom Holland
“If great books encourage you to look at the world in an
entirely new way, then Dominion is a very great book
indeed . . . Written with terrific learning, enthusiasm and
good humour, Holland's book is not just supremely
provocative, but often very funny.” —Sunday Times, ‘History
Book of the Year’
“Terrific: bold, ambitious and passionate.” —Peter
Frankopan
“Holland is an exceptionally good storyteller with a
marvellous eye for detail.” —The Economist
“Sustained with all the breadth, originality and erudition
that we have come to associate with Holland's writing.”
—Spectator
Crucifixion, the Romans believed, was the worst fate imaginable, a
punishment reserved for slaves. How astonishing it was, then, that
people should have come to believe that one particular victim of
crucifixion—an obscure provincial by the name of Jesus—was to be
worshipped as a god. Dominion explores the implications of this shocking conviction as they have
reverberated throughout history. Today, the West remains utterly saturated by Christian assumptions. As
Tom Holland demonstrates, our morals and ethics are not universal but are instead the fruits of a very
distinctive civilization. Concepts such as secularism, liberalism, science, and homosexuality are deeply
rooted in a Christian seedbed. From Babylon to the Beatles, Saint Michael to #MeToo, Dominion tells the
story of how Christianity transformed the modern world.
Tom Holland is the author of bestsellers Rubicon, Persian Fire, Millennium, In The Shadow Of The Sword and
Dynasty. He has adapted Herodotus, Homer, Thucydides and Virgil for BBC Radio, and Penguin Classics
published his fresh translation of Herodotus’ Histories in 2013.
UK Publisher: Little, Brown, Hachette
US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 624 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US, Brazilian (Record), Complex Chinese
(Apocalypse), Simplified Chinese (Social Sciences Press), Czech (Dokoran), Danish (Kristeligt Dagblads),
Dutch (Athenaeum), French (Editions Saint-Simon), German (Klett-Cotta), Hungarian (Ludovika
University Press), Korean (Cum Libro), Portuguese (2020), Romanian (Litera), Russian (Exmo), and
Spanish (Atico de los Libros).
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A HISTORY OF THE GREAT INFLUENZA
PANDEMICS
Death, Panic and Hysteria, 1830-1920
Mark Honigsbaum
“…riveting. Suffering and celebrity; sensationalism and
scientific hubris these characterise the very human
responses to this elusive affliction. This is eloquent,
exciting, poignant, and scholarly history.” —Joanna
Bourke, Professor of History at Birkbeck College, University of
London
“A fascinating account of the way in which a disease is
defined and categorised, and how cultural events can be
incredibly powerful in shaping our perception and
reaction to it.” —Aaron van Dorn, The Lancet
Influenza was the great killer of the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries, and the so-called ‘Russian flu’ killed around 1 million
people across Europe in 1889-93 – including the second-in-line to
the British throne, the Duke of Clarence. The Spanish flu of 1918,
meanwhile, would kill 50 million people—nearly 3% of the world's
population. Here, Mark Honigsbaum outlines the history of
influenza in the period, and describes how the fear of disease
permeated Victorian culture. These fears were amplified by the
invention of the telegraph and the ability of the new mass-market press to whip up public hysteria. The flu
was therefore a barometer of wider fin de siècle social and cultural anxieties—playing on fears engendered
by economic decline, technology, urbanisation and degeneration.
A History of the Great Influenza Pandemics is a vital new contribution towards our understanding of European
history and the history of the media.
Mark Honigsbaum is a medical historian, journalist and academic with wide-ranging interests
encompassing health, technology and contemporary culture. A regular contributor to the Observer and The
Lancet, he is the author of six books including The Fever Trail: In Search Of The Cure For Malaria and Living With
Enza: The Forgotten Story of Britain and the Great Flu Pandemic Of 1918 which longlisted for the Royal Society
Science Book of the Year and The Pandemic Centuy. Currently a Research Fellow at Queen Mary University
of London, Honigsbaum was formerly a feature writer at GQ and Chief Reporter of the Observer.
UK Publisher: I. B. Taurus
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 328 pages
All rights are now with the author and are available excluding Simplified Chinese (Truth and Wisdom
Press).
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THE PANDEMIC CENTURY
One Hundred Years of Panic, Hysteria and Hubris
Mark Honigsbaum
“Alternately chilling and optimistic, Honigsbaum's
reporting on a recurrent public health issue deserves wide
attention.” —Publishers Weekly
“Lively, gruesome, and masterful …mixes superb medical
history with vivid portraits of the worldwide reactions to
each [pandemic] event.” —Kirkus
“Gripping.” —Nature
“Riveting, vivid history of modern disease outbreaks … a
fascinating account of a deeply important topic.” —The
Observer
Ever since the 1918 Spanish influenza pandemic, scientists have
dreamed of preventing catastrophic outbreaks of infectious disease. Yet,
despite a century of medical progress, viral and bacterial disasters
continue to take us by surprise, inciting panic and dominating news
cycles. From the Spanish flu and the 1924 outbreak of pneumonic
plague in Los Angeles, to the 1930 ‘parrot fever’ pandemic and the more recent SARS, Ebola, Zika and—
now—COVID-19 epidemics, the last 100 years have been marked by a succession of unanticipated
pandemic alarms.
Originally published in hardback in 2019, with the updated paperback the author has now achieved his
aim to chronicle 100 years of history in 10 outbreaks including a new chapter on Covid-19. It combines
science history, medical sociology and thrilling front-line reportage to deliver the story of our times.
As we meet dedicated disease detectives, obstructive public health officials, and gifted scientists often blinded
by their own expertise, we come face-to-face with the brilliance and medical hubris shaping both the frontier
of science—and the future of humanity’s survival.

UK Publisher: Penguin Press, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: W.W. Norton
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 392 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US including Canada, Complex Chinese (Sun
Color), Simplified Chinese (CITIC), German (Piper Verlag), Italian (Ponte Alle Grazie), Japanese (NHK),
Korean (ROK), Portuguese (2020), Romanian (Libris), Slovakian (Eastone), and Ukrainian (Yakaboo).
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1923
Germany in the Year of Hitler’s Beerhall Putsch
Mark Jones
Mark Jones is one of the leading English-language
specialists in Weimar Germany, and his book focuses on
the critical year of 1923—the year when the French
illegally and brutally occupied Germany’s economic
heartland, the Ruhr; when hyperinflation wrought havoc
with the German economy and plunged millions into
poverty; and when Hitler staged his abortive yet pivotal
putsch in a Munich beer hall.
This will be a broadly chronological narrative,
culminating in the putsch and its aftermath. It’s a story
which includes much that will strike a contemporary
reader as horribly familiar – the rise of nationalism as the intra-European consensus breaks down, how
populist rhetoric translates into actual violence on the streets and what happens when the forces of liberalism
underestimate the strength of their enemies. It's not just the story of one year; it’s a book about how
democracy dies—‘gradually, then suddenly’, as Hemingway said about going bankrupt...
There’s much potential controversy here, not least Mark’s revelations about the degree of sexual violence
inflicted on German women in the Ruhr by occupying French soldiers—as well as his identification of
widespread anti-Semitic violence across Germany a full decade before the establishment of the Third Reich.
This promises to be a gripping, thought-provoking and timely book.
Mark Jones is Assistant Professor in History at University College Dublin. He is among the leading English
language historians of modern Germany and a recognized authority on the history of the Weimar Republic.
He is the author of the academic monograph Founding Weimar. Violence and the German Revolution of 1918-19
(Cambridge University Press, 2016) which was also published in a German language trade edition by
Propylaën in 2017.
Mark was educated at Trinity College Dublin, the University of Tübingen, and Cambridge University. He
holds a PhD from the European University Institute in Florence, Italy and has held visiting fellowships at
the Free University of Berlin and Bielefeld University. He regularly appears on the radio in the UK, Ireland
and Germany. 1923 will be his first English language trade book.
UK and US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2021
UK Publication: January 2023
Extent: approx. 100,000 words
All rights available excluding World English, German (Propyläen) and Dutch (Ambo-Anthos).
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CRANKS
The Faddists Who Saw the Future
Paul Laity
This colourful history of the nineteenth and twentiethcentury faddists and freaks whose pioneering ideas—about
the body, health, food, and sex—have become more or less
mainstream in our own time, charts the path from Shelley
and Thoreau to the Californian “Nature Boys”, back-to-theland movements and utopian experiments in Europe and
America to today’s legions wanting to cast off materialism and
embrace more ecological lives.
This is a project that has been brewing in Paul Laity’s mind
for many years. It provides an original, entertaining angle on
our current obsessions: interest in ‘green lifestyles’,
sustainability, veganism/ vegetarianism, animal rights,
‘simple/ wild living’, polyamory, anti-capitalism, new sex lives, yoga, decluttering, teetotalism have all
intensified in recent years, but no book identifies—as Paul's does—a pioneering tradition that casts a new
light on all these 21st-century passions and concerns.
The book introduces readers to the pioneers of a simpler way of life, examining those early adopters from
the sandal-wearing Edward Carpenter (for whom shoes were ‘leather coffins’) to George Bernard Shaw in
his Jaeger knitted wool suits and Gustav Graser, a vegetarian painter who, when not walking about naked,
dressed in a toga or sackcloth or animal skins. Whether in Germany, California, Boston, New York—or
Letchworth Garden City—these so-called ‘cranks' ate their raw vegetables, took sun baths and questioned
materialism as the source of happiness. In their search for society’s rebirth, they cast off lifestyles they found
oppressive. For them, ‘back to nature’ meant not only eco-awareness and respect for the natural world but
an idea of how people should be allowed to live.
Cranks is nothing less than an exploration of the international culture of simple-lifers and enthusiasts for
natural living from the early 19th century onwards. Along the way, it makes sense of the bizarre personal
habits of some Silicon Valley billionaires and the current rage for living a happier, de-cluttered, healthier,
and more meditative life.
Paul Laity is non-fiction books editor at the Guardian. Before joining the Guardian, Paul was a senior editor
at the London Review of Books. In addition to his regular pieces for the Guardian, he has written for the London
Review of Books, New Statesman, Daily Telegraph, FT, Vogue, National Geographic and Cabinet magazine. He has also
judged the Samuel Johnson (now Baillie Gifford) Non-Fiction Prize, the Costa Biography Prize and the
Orwell Prize for Political Writing.
UK Publisher: Allen Lane, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Norton
Status: Proposal
Delivery: 31st December 2021
UK publication: tbc
Extent: 100,000 words
All right available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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UNDREAMED SHORES
The Hidden Heroines of British Anthropology
Frances Larson
“A vivid and moving history, sensitively told and
rigorously researched.” —Sarah Moss

“Engrossing, humbling and immensely enjoyable…
[these] extraordinary lives are uplifting and tragic in
equal measure, and Larson unfolds their story with her
customary blend of scholarly insight and page-turning
verve.” —Wendy Moore
“A deeply poignant account of five women who defied
convention to pioneer female scholarship at immense
personal cost. If you want to understand why there is so
little historical evidence of women's intellectual
achievement, read this.” —Madeleine Bunting
In the first decades of the 20th century, five women arrived at
Oxford to take the newly created Masters diploma in
Anthropology. Though their circumstances differed radically, all
five were intent on travelling to the furthest corners of the globe and
studying remote communities whose lives were a world away from
their own. In the wastelands of Siberia; in the pueblos and villages of the Nile and New Mexico; in the midst
of a rebellion on Easter Island; and in the uncharted interiors of New Guinea, they found new freedoms.
They documented customs now long since forgotten and bore witness to now-vanished worlds.
Through their work they overturned some of the most pernicious myths that dogged their gender, and
proved that women could be explorers and scientists, too. Yet when they returned to England, they found
loss, madness, and regret waiting for them.
Following the lives of her subjects through women's suffrage, two world wars and on into the second half of
the 20th century, Larson's masterful biography is a revelatory portrait of a pioneering quintet, one whose
contribution has for too long been left uncelebrated.
Frances Larson is a research associate at the Pitt Rivers Museum, University of Oxford. She is the author
of Severed: A History of Heads Lost and Heads Found, which was a TLS book of the year and a Spectator book of
the year. Her book An Infinity of Things: How Sir Henry Wellcome Collected the World), was a Sunday Times book
of the year and a New Scientist best book of 2009. Her TED talk on ‘Why public beheadings get millions of
views’ has itself received more than a million views.
UK Publisher: Granta
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 352 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language, Italian (Utet) and Polish (Znak).
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STORM’S EDGE
Life, Death and Magic on the Islands of Orkney
Peter Marshall
Peter Marshall is Professor of History at the University of
Warwick and won the Wolfson History Prize in 2018 with
his astonishing and brilliant book about the English
Reformation, Heretics and Believers, published by Yale
University Press.
Storm’s Edge covers some of the same issues, such as belief
and superstition, and a similar period as that book, but
from an entirely different perspective - via the history of
Orkney, the group of islands off the north coast of Scotland
where Peter was born and grew up.
This is ‘history from the edge’, a fresh angle on the events
of this crucial era in which modern Europe was forged. It
is told via the lived experiences of the ordinary men and
women of Orkney—part of Peter’s genius is that he can
make you understand precisely why the Orcadians of this
period believed in witchcraft and how it wasn’t necessarily
incompatible with what we might call more ‘orthodox’ religious beliefs.
Deeply researched from some extraordinary primary sources and expressed through Peter’s richly evocative
and descriptive writing, Storm’s Edge will blend vivid portraits of individuals and events with a finely
developed sense of place, landscape and environment. It will also of course be enriched by Peter’s personal
connection to Orkney and his extensive knowledge of the islands today.
Peter Marshall was born and raised in the Orkney Islands, and educated at University College, Oxford.
Before being appointed to a lectureship at Warwick in 1994, he taught history for some years at Ampleforth
College in Yorkshire. At Warwick, he became Professor of History in 2006. He has been a PhD examiner
and an examiner of taught degrees at numerous universities and an Associate Editor for the Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography. He is a Fellow of the British Academy and a Fellow of the Royal
Historical Society. He regularly reviews books for various periodicals, including the Times Literary Supplement
and the Literary Review.
UK Publisher: William Collins, HarperCollins
Status: Proposal
Delivery: September 2021
UK publication: tbc
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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LIFE IS SIMPLE
How Ockham's Razor Set Science Free and Shaped the
Universe
Johnjoe McFadden
“Life is Simple tells, in an entertaining and engaging way, the
remarkable story of a simple idea that begins its epic journey
800 years ago with a medieval Franciscan friar and yet
somehow still influences some of the most profound ideas in
science today.” —Professor Jim al-Khalili
“Life is Simple describes brilliantly the context in which
William of Ockham lived and worked, and the transforming
effect that his simple-seeming doctrine has had on the
development of our understanding of nature and the
universe.” —Philip Pullman
Centuries ago, the principle of Ockham's razor changed our world by
showing simpler answers to be preferable and more often true. In Life Is
Simple, scientist Johnjoe McFadden traces centuries of discoveries, taking
us from a geocentric cosmos to quantum mechanics and DNA, arguing
that simplicity has revealed profound answers to the greatest mysteries.
This is no coincidence. From the laws that keep a ball in motion to those
that govern evolution, simplicity, he claims, has shaped the universe itself. And in McFadden's view, life
could only have emerged by embracing maximal simplicity, making the fundamental law of the universe a
cosmic form of natural selection that favors survival of the simplest. Recasting both the history of science
and our universe's origins, McFadden transforms our understanding of ourselves and our world.
Johnjoe McFadden is a biologist and academic at the University of Surrey, where he focuses on
tuberculosis and meningitis and has published over 100 academic papers. He is the author of Quantum
Evolution and, with Jim al-Khalili, Life On The Edge, which was short-listed for the Royal Society Science Book
of the Year prize in 2015 and sold into eighteen other languages.
UK and US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Edited manuscript
UK/US publication: 28th September 2021
Extent: 368 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language, Brazilian Portuguese (Sextante), Simplified
Chinese (Ginkgo), Dutch (Atlas Contact), Italian (Bollati), Korean (Hanbit), Romanian (Humanitas) and
Spanish (Planeta).
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MIGRATION
The Story of the Human Race
Sam Miller
This fascinating account of ancient and modern
migrations places the experience at the very heart of the
story of the human species. Along the way it challenges
many of our modern assumptions about migration, as well
as our ideas about home, foreignness, nationality and race.
Sam Miller shows that, not only are we all descended from
migrants, but humans are a migratory species, more so
than any other land mammal. He explains that migration
is part of everybody’s backstory—for those who are
migrants but also those who are not. The ancient context
is provided by multiple journeys out of Africa undertaken
by early humans, and the subsequent settling and
resettling of the world. Sam explains how, for most of our
existence as a species, we were all nomads and some of us still are. Houses and permanent settlements are
relatively late developments dating back little more than ten thousand years. Borders and passports are
much more recent.
Sam argues that it is time to rebalance our view of the world by looking at history in a different way. He
reinterprets key episodes in history through the lens of migration—from the first home-builders in
Mesopotamia and the Israelites of the Old Testament, through ancient Greece, Rome and India, and early
Christians and Muslims, to colonial exploration and the slave trade, through to the rise of nineteenthcentury nationalism and the establishment of borders and passports.
Alongside these richly crafted historical accounts sit Sam’s meditations on his own experiences of migration.
Fusing deep and rigorous history with more personal reflection, he is able to combine these two elements
brilliantly with real elegance and insight.
Sam Miller was born and brought up in London but has spent most of his adult life abroad. He worked
for the BBC for many years as a foreign correspondent and an editor, and more recently as a Country
Director for the organisation’s development arm, BBC Media Action, in seven countries around the
world. He is the author of Delhi: Adventures in a Megacity published by Jonathan Cape and by Penguin India
and A Strange Kind of Paradise: India Through Foreign Eyes. His most recent book is a family memoir,
Fathers (Jonathan Cape 2017). Cathy Rentzenbrink said of it in The Times: ‘I can’t remember when I have
more enjoyed a memoir… Fathers is a profoundly rich and rewarding experience.’
UK Publisher: Little, Brown, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: September 2021
UK Publication: May 2022
Extent: 120,000 words with 16 pages of black-and-white illustrations
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, Simplified Chinese (Jiangsu Kuwei) and
Norwegian (Cappelen Damm).
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THE DUBLIN RAILWAY MURDER
Thomas Morris
An astonishing real-life locked-room murder mystery
set in Victorian Dublin, packed with gripping,
perplexing twists. This meticulously researched truecrime tale reads like a quintessential Victorian thriller
and is perfect for fans of The Suspicions of Mr Whicher.
One morning in November 1856 George Little, the chief cashier
of the Broadstone railway terminus in Dublin, was found dead,
lying in a pool of blood beneath his desk. His head had been
almost severed; a knife lay nearby, but strangely the office door
was locked, apparently from the inside. This was a deed of almost
unheard-of brutality for the peaceful Irish capital: while violent
crime was commonplace in Victorian London, the courts of
Dublin had not convicted a single murderer in more than thirty
years.
From the first day of the police investigation it was apparent that
this was no ordinary case. Detectives struggled to understand
how the killer could have entered and then escaped from a
locked room, and why thousands of pounds in gold and silver
had been left untouched at the scene of the crime. Three of
Scotland Yard’s most celebrated sleuths were summoned to assist the enquiry, but all returned to London
baffled. It was left to Superintendent Augustus Guy, the head of Ireland's first detective force, to unravel the
mystery.
Five suspects were arrested and released, with every step of the salacious case followed by the press,
clamouring for answers. Under intense public scrutiny, Superintendent Guy found himself blocked at
almost every turn. But then a local woman came forward, claiming to know the murderer….
Thomas Morris studied music at Christ Church, Oxford. Before becoming a full-time writer he was a
BBC Radio producer for 17 years, making documentaries on subjects ranging from the Magna Carta to
crystallography, and working on programmes including Front Row and Open Book. For five years he was the
producer of Melvyn Bragg's long-running series, In Our Time. Since 2003 he has been a freelance contributor
to The Times and has also written for publications including the Financial Times, The Cricketer and The Lancet.
He is the author of The Matter of the Heart (Bodley Head), which won a 2015 RSL Jerwood Award for NonFiction, and The Mystery of the Exploding Teeth (Transworld).
UK Publisher: Harvill Secker, Penguin Random House
Status: Edited manuscript
Publication: 11th November 2021
Extent: 400 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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A HOME FOR ALL SEASONS
Gavin Plumley
For most of his life, Gavin had thought of himself as a distinctly urban
being. Rural England, the land of wellies and tractors and tight-knit
villages, was a foreign country: a place to visit occasionally, but not
somewhere he ever felt at home. That is until he met his rural husband,
Alastair.
After a few years of peripatetic coupled life, they chose to put down
roots, falling in love with an old house in Pembridge, Herefordshire, a
remote and ancient village on the border of England and Wales. They
had bought Stepps House—a three-storey building, perched on the
corner of Pembridge’s Market Square, that seemed a hodgepodge of
several centuries and styles—on love at first sight. But then came the
inevitable question from an insurance salesman: ‘How old is it?’ And
with ancient beams crossing the ceiling, the date they’d been given of c.
1800 seemed out by centuries.
That question sent Gavin down the rabbit hole, tracing the history of Stepps House as it passed through
various hands and centuries, meeting carpenters and painters and farmers, consulting archives of wills and
rent agreements, church records and woodcuts, as he searched for the origins of the house he and Alastair
now call home. Through that search, the shifting history of Pembridge emerged: a place of both wealth and
war, harvest and plague, religious conflict and mercantile success. And Pembridge’s story speaks to the
broader history of 16th-century England—of the Reformation, Enclosure, political corruption, the severing
of ties with Europe and much else.
At once a love letter to the beauty of nature and an intensely human exploration of the relationship between
a person living in the modern world and the place where he’s come to feel most at home, A Home for All
Seasons is a remarkable debut by a rising star of literary nonfiction writing.
Gavin Plumley was formerly a professional musician and theatre agent. He’s now a journalist, broadcaster
and cultural historian who appears frequently on Radio 3 and 4, and has written for the Times, Guardian,
Independent, Evening Standard, Gramophone, BBC Music Magazine, GQ and elsewhere.
UK Publisher: Atlantic Books
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: Summer 2022
Extent: 73,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE CHILDREN OF ASH AND ELM
A History of the Vikings
Neil Price
The Times and Sunday Times’ ‘History Book of the
Year’
“Thousands of books have been published about the
Vikings — this is one of the very best.” —Sunday Times
“A thrilling read…the stereotype of the Viking that we
know from history books and popular media is here
dismantled and presented anew in all its wonderful,
terrifying complexity and ambiguity.” —Wall Street Journal
“An exemplary history that gives a nuanced view of a
society long reduced to a few clichés.” —Kirkus
“Its scholastic merits aside, Children of Ash and Elm is
also a wonderful read, with prose that flows like poetry
in places.” —Science
“A book that offers delight after delight … Price has a
talent for evoking the Vikings’ physical surroundings as
they might have been… this is, truly, a feat.” —Slate
The Viking Age—between 750 and 1050—saw an unprecedented expansion of the Scandinavian peoples.
As traders and raiders, explorers and colonists, they reshaped the world between eastern North America
and the Asian steppe. For a millennium, though, their history has largely been filtered through the writings
of their victims. Based on the latest archaeological and textual evidence, The Children of Ash and Elm tells the
story of the Vikings on their own terms: their politics, their cosmology, their art and culture. From Björn
Ironside, who led an expedition to sack Rome, to Gudrid Thorbjarnardóttir, the most travelled woman in
the world, Price shows us the real Vikings, not the caricatures they’ve become in popular culture and history.
Neil Price is Distinguished Professor of Archaeology at the University of Uppsala in Sweden, where he
holds the world's oldest Chair in the subject. A leading specialist in the Viking Age and traditional religions,
he is the author of The Vikings and Odin's Whisper. Neil is a frequent contributor to public archaeology
programming and has presented successful TV documentaries for the History Channel in connection with
their drama series Vikings. He currently directs Sweden's largest archaeological research project, ‘The Viking
Phenomenon’.
UK Publisher: Penguin Press/ Allen Lane, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 624 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US, Simplified Chinese (Social Sciences Academic
Press), Dutch (Nieuw Amsterdam), French (Seuil), German (Fischer), Italian (Mondadori), Brazilian
Portuguese (Planeta), Romanian (Lebada Neagra), Russian (Atticus) and Spanish (Atico de los Libros).
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TREASURED
How Tutankhamun Shaped a Century
Christina Riggs
Tutankhamun, the young Pharoah who died too soon to achieve
very much in his own lifetime, has had a seismic impact on the
heritage industry, the popularity of ancient Egypt, and the politics of
decolonization since his tomb’s discovery. In her new book Christina
Riggs writes with an eye to the centenary of the tomb’s discovery in
2022, but the story she tells is not the expected tale of treasure and
triumph. She shows how coverage of Tutankhamun’s tomb kickstarted an international media craze that tapered away as legal
wrangles, political tensions, and boredom set in. Only during the
Cold War did Tutankhamun take off again. International tours of
his tomb objects helped create the idea of ‘world heritage’ and
stimulate mass tourism, but they may also have perpetuated some of
the old world order that post-colonial countries had hoped to sweep
away.
Treasured is a work of historical rebalancing, book-ended by the
stories of the Egyptians involved in the work on Tutankhamun’s tomb and the forthcoming opening of the
Grand Egyptian Museum in Cairo. The overlooked contributions of women feature too, such as the French
Egyptologist, Christiane Desroches-Noblecourt—precursors on a professional path the author herself would
take. Threaded with flashes of memoir—storerooms scented by mummies, and archives whose revelations
mirror her own experience of loss—it tracks the development of the author’s own obsession with ancient
Egypt and her gradual realization of what it has cost.
Christina Riggs has brought an incisive take on ancient Egypt to the reading and museum-going public
for nearly twenty years. She has appeared in and consulted on several TV and radio documentaries.
Riggs’ books include Ancient Egyptian Art and Architecture in OUP’s ‘Very Short Introduction’ series and
the Egypt volume in Reaktion’s ‘Lost Civilizations’ series (2017), which Minerva magazine praised as ‘an
elegant and intriguing thematic interpretation of that civilization’s grip on our imagination’. Her seventh
book, Ancient Egyptian Magic: A Hands-on Guide, was published by Thames & Hudson in Spring 2020. She has
also written for the Times Literary Supplement, the London Review of Books, and Italia magazine, the last reflecting
her love of all things Italian.
Riggs is Professor of the History of Visual Culture at Durham University and a Fellow of All Souls College,
Oxford. She lives between Tyneside and Turin.

UK Publisher: Atlantic Books
US Publisher: Public Affairs
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK publication: tbc
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language and Italian (Bollati).
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REVOLUTIONS
How Women Changed the World on Two Wheels
Hannah Ross
“Eye-opening and inspirational, Revolutions made me
want to jump straight on my very own 'freedom machine'
and go out for a ride. An utterly fascinating, and
gloriously fiery read.” —Felicity Cloake
“Comprehensive and inclusive, the narrative shines the
spotlight on a neglected history while making an
impassioned plea for gender equality in cycling. An
informative and enlightening blend of sports history and
women's history.” —Kirkus
“Revolutions is part cycling history, part feminist
rallying cry...an informative, entertaining and inspiring
look at what it means to be a woman on a bike.” —Shelf
Awareness
“Revolutions tells us the stories of those throughout
history
who
challenged
and
changed
the
establishment… it’s the riders’ passion and shared sense
of adventure that shines through.” —The Wall Street Journal
Simone de Beauvoir borrowed her lover’s bike to cycle around Paris in the 1940s, instantly falling in love
with the freedom it gave her (even when an accident caused her to lose a tooth). Alice Hawkins, a factory
worker from Leicester, pedal-powered her fight for universal suffrage as the bicycle became a cornerstone
of her work to recruit women to the cause. Zahra Naarin Hussano challenged religious and cultural taboos
in Afghanistan to ride a bike and teach others to do the same. As a twenty-four-year-old Latvian immigrant
living in Boston, in 1894 Annie ‘Londonderry’ Kopchovsky became the first woman to cycle around the
world. She took up the challenge, despite never having ridden a bike before, after two men bet a woman
couldn’t do it.
Many of these women were told they couldn’t or shouldn’t cycle, but they did so anyway. Whether winning
medals or spreading the word about votes for women, their stories are an inspiration. In this gloriously
celebratory book, Hannah Ross introduces us to the women who are part of the rich and varied history of
cycling, many of whom have been pushed to the margins or forgotten.
Hannah Ross is Publicity Director of Profile and Serpent’s Tail publishers in London. A dedicated cyclist,
she spends most weekends riding with her trail club and thinks nothing of cycling across the Alps. Hannah
also volunteers for a charity helping refugee women in London learn to ride bikes.
UK Publisher: Weidenfeld & Nicolson
US Publisher: Plume, Penguin Random House
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 368 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language and Complex Chinese (ECUS).
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JUSTINIAN
Peter Sarris
An often overlooked figure who rose to power from humble beginnings
in the rural Balkans, the very edge of what was considered the ‘civilised’
world in Roman terms, Justinian became Emperor in 527 CE, ruling a
vast empire which included modern-day Greece, Egypt, Syria, Turkey
and beyond from its capital, Byzantium. He then set about making it
even vaster by re-taking much of North Africa and Italy, including the
city of Rome itself which had been captured over a century earlier.
When Justinian is mentioned in histories it is often as merely an
administrator and legislator, a slightly dull figure who is often skipped
over en route to more exciting things, but this biography will persuade
us otherwise.
This is no apology for the man who famously invented a legal
framework which systematised antisemitism as well as other forms of
discrimination, and enabled what historians describe as the ‘persecuting
society’ for centuries to come. However, the book will present, perhaps
for the first time, a fascinating and rounded portrait of a complex person whose historical influence –for
good and bad – was immense. Justinian laid the ideological foundations for what became known as
Christendom and redefined the nature of ‘kingship’; he left a legacy of some extraordinary and beautiful
buildings, including Istanbul’s Hagia Sophia; he married and was devoted to a former courtesan, the
Empress Theodora, who seems to have influenced some of his occasionally more liberal edicts, though her
former occupation gave Justinian’s enemies much ammunition. Eventually Justinian’s reputation as a model
ruler grew to such an extent that at the end of the medieval period, in the Divine Comedy Dante placed him
firmly in Paradise.
Incorporating findings from his own research and the latest archaeological discoveries, Peter Sarris has also
seamlessly blended into the narrative his own experiences – as a historian, a classicist, an archaeologist and
as a traveler – in order to bring to life a fascinating period in history. And in describing the horrific pandemic
of a hitherto unknown disease, bubonic plague, which Justinian faced during his rule, and discussing the
emperor’s skillful tightrope walk between autocracy and populism, Peter suddenly makes this story seem
very modern indeed.
Peter Sarris is Professor of Late Antique, Medieval and Byzantine Studies at Cambridge University and
a Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. This is his first book aimed at the general reader, though he has
written a book about the history of Byzantium for OUP’s A Very Short Introduction series which was translated
into Chinese, Greek and Polish.
UK and US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2022
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: approx. 120,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language, Dutch (Athenaeum) and Spanish (Taurus).
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CLOUDMONEY
Cash, Crypto & The War for Our Wallets
Brett Scott
We’re living through the financial equivalent of Enclosure, with our
freedoms becoming circumscribed by market forces that we can’t see.
We’re unaware that three seemingly separated financial arenas—the
relentless drive towards cashlessness, the growth of Fintech, and of
blockchain technologies—are weaving a new ecosystem.
The dangers are obvious. To date, discussion of high finance has
tended to concentrate on the giant banks and brokers such as Goldman
Sachs or JP Morgan, who never really work on transactions that
interact with individuals like us.
By contrast, Fintech is about trying to erase friction in everyday
transactions, such as buying a coffee with a swipe of a credit card or
applying to a computer for a mortgage, with companies chasing profit
by automatically processing hundreds of millions of individual purchases at the same time. It’s all about
scaling. Swiping credit cards for those coffees, we sense but don’t understand this new world. There’s
something potentially frightening there, but we don’t know what.
There have been great tech books, and great popular finance authors, but no book to date successfully
bridges those markets. Cloudmoney will do precisely that, examining a moment of seismic change as the Tech
and Finance worlds collide and high finance is automated all around us.
Brett Scott is a financial explorer, journalist, economic anthropologist, activist and author. Thirty-six years
old and London-based, he spends his life appearing on panels, consulting, and demystifying financial culture
around the world. He studied anthropology in South Africa before moving to Cambridge University for
postgraduate studies, and thereafter he worked in NGOs and for a derivatives company before leaving to
explore the worlds of tech and finance. He writes for the Guardian, Aeon and New Scientist, produces occasional
reports for UN bodies, and consults across a spectrum from government bodies to marijuana growers. In
2013 Brett published The Heretic’s Guide to Global Finance (Pluto Press), which drew support ranging from HaJoon Chang’s “It is not only a user-friendly guide to the complex maze of modern finance, but also a manual
for utilizing and subverting it for social purposes in innovative ways. Smart and Street-Smart” to Bill
McKibben’s “an imaginative, even exuberant exploration of the daunting world of finance—it will unleash
a generation of activists and do a world of good”.
UK Publisher: The Bodley Head, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: HarperCollins
Status: Unedited manuscript
Publication Date: Spring 2022
Extent: 288 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US and Canada, Complex Chinese (ACME),
Simplified Chinese (CITIC), Dutch (Atlas Contact), German (Penguin Verlag), Italian (Il Saggiatore),
Korean (Sam & Parkers), Russian (Corpus), and Spanish (Taurus).
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EINSTEIN’S FRIDGE
How the Difference Between Hot and Cold Explains the
Universe
Paul Sen
“A lesson in how to do popular science right.” —Kirkus Reviews
“When you combine some of the most profound concepts in
physics with exceptional storytelling, this is what you get:
popular science writing at its very best. Einstein's Fridge is a
hugely readable and entertaining history of thermodynamics
and how it has created and shaped our world.” —Jim Al-Khalili

A compulsively readable account of the extraordinary people, battling
internal demons and external adversaries, who discovered the laws of
thermodynamics and the science of heat, and brought about a scientific
revolution.
Einstein’s Fridge tells the story of how scientists uncovered the least known
and yet most consequential of all the sciences and learned to harness the
power of heat and ice.
The laws of thermodynamics govern everything from the behaviour of atoms to that of living cells, from the
engines that power our world to the black hole at the centre of our galaxy. Not only that, but
thermodynamics explains why we must eat and breathe, how the lights come on, and ultimately how the
universe will end. The people who decoded its laws came from every branch of the sciences – they were
engineers, physicists, chemists, biologists, cosmologists and mathematicians.
Their discoveries, set over two hundred years, kick-started the industrial revolution, changed the course of
world wars and informed modern understanding of black holes. This book captures the thrill of discovery
and the power of revolutionary science to change the world forever.
Paul Sen first encountered thermodynamics while studying engineering at the University of Cambridge.
He became a documentary filmmaker with a passion for communicating profound scientific ideas in an
engaging and accessible way. His 90 minute film Oak Tree: Nature’s Greatest Survivor won the prestigious Royal
Television Society Award for best science and natural history program and the Grierson Award for best
science documentary in 2016.
UK Publisher: William Collins, HarperCollins
US Publisher: Scribner, Simon & Schuster
Status: Final PDF
UK Publication: 1st April 2021
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US and Canada, Simplified Chinese
(Thinkingdon), Italian (Bollati), Japanese (Kawade Shobo), Korean (Mae Kyung), Russian (Corpus) and
Spanish (Paidos).
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THE LAST EMPEROR OF MEXICO
The Dramatic Story of the Habsburg Archduke Who Created a
Kingdom in the New World
Edward Shawcross
The operatic tragedy of Maximilian and Carlota,
European aristocrats who stumbled into colonial
power in Mexico--with bloody consequences
In the 1860s, Napoleon III, intent on curbing the rise of
American imperialism, persuaded a young Austrian archduke
and a Belgian princess to leave Europe and become the emperor
and empress of Mexico. They and their entourage arrived in a
Mexico ruled by terror, where revolutionary fervour was barely
suppressed by French troops. When the United States, now clear
of its own Civil War, aided the rebels in pushing back
Maximilian's imperial soldiers, the French army withdrew,
abandoning the young couple. The regime fell apart.
Maximilian was executed by a firing squad and Carlota,
secluded in a Belgian castle, descended into madness.
Assiduously researched and vividly told, The Last Emperor of
Mexico is a dramatic story of European hubris, imperialist
aspirations clashing with revolutionary fervour, and the Old
World breaking from the New.
Edward Shawcross studied history at Oxford and University
College London, where he was awarded a doctorate in 2016. His thesis was published by CUP as France,
Mexico and Informal Empire in Latin America, 1820-1867. He has run a bar on the Côte d'Azur in France and
taught English in Seoul, Korea and Medellin, Colombia. In addition to academic history, Edward helped
set up Unreal City Audio, a company that designs and runs immersive historical walking tours of London
that have been critically acclaimed in the national press. He currently lives in London, where he works as a
history teacher at a leading independent girls’ school.
UK Publisher: Faber & Faber
US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Unedited Manuscript
UK Publication: 19th October 2021
Extent: 336 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US, and Dutch (Athenaeum).
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THE GREY LADIES’ READING SOCIETY
The Secret Literary Lives of 18th-Century Women
Dr Natasha Simonova
Jemima and Amabel Grey got round the problem of being
excluded from formal academia because of their sex by creating
their own informal academy with a small group of female
friends. They consumed every book they could lay their hands
on, whether histories or novels, science books, philosophy,
poetry or plays. And then they discussed them at length in
person, wrote a vast correspondence and kept diaries, recording
everything in vivid and often very amusing detail.
Now, Natasha Simonova brings these extraordinary intellectual
women, precursors to the Bluestockings, to life in all their highly
entertaining glory. Much of the story takes place at the Grey
family seat, Wrest Park in Bedfordshire, though Jemima and
Amabel also spent half the year in the whirlwind of London
society, mixing with the most famous and infamous characters
of the day, while secretly longing to find somewhere quiet to sit
down and read...
Natasha Simonova is a lecturer in English at Exeter College,
Oxford, where she specialises in eighteenth-century women’s
writing and correspondence, and how women contributed to the
study of Literature as a discipline, centuries before they were actually allowed to study it at universities.

UK publisher: Chatto & Windus, Penguin Radom House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2022
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE BOOK
A Story in Thirteen Extraordinary Lives
Adam Smyth
“Books tell all kinds of stories—romances, tragedies, comedies—but if we learn
to read the signs correctly, books can tell us the story of their own making, too.”
Adam Smyth tells the story of the development of the physical
book—from Caxton’s first printings of The Canterbury Tales at his
shop at the sign of the Red Pale in Westminster Abbey, to Nancy
Cunard’s avant-garde pamphlets produced on her small press in
Normandy. He introduces us to early experiments in printing and
the use of moveable type, and explains how paper, ink, and
binding developed across the centuries. He describes how the
technology of the press changed from early wooden hand presses
modelled on the wine screw-press, to later iron and steam-powered
machines. He also shows us how printed books have been bought,
sold and borrowed and introduced to new readers.
Alongside the overarching story of the development of the physical
book, readers will enter into the lives of 13 fascinating bookmakers—the men and women who printed, edited, sold, designed, published, disseminated, and variously
gave life to books over time. These remarkable book-maker lives will be used to tell the bigger, overarching
story of the history of the book itself. Along the way, the reader will make some amazing discoveries,
including:
Who was the Surrey locksmith, fresh off the boat in Massachusetts in 1638, who printed what became in
2013 the most valuable book in the world? How did Louis-Nicolas Robert, with his revolutionary
mechanical method for producing paper, both fail and triumphantly succeed? Why did William Morris
attempt to turn back the clock and produce medieval printed texts in the late nineteenth century? And why,
on quiet nights in 1916-7, did Thomas Cobden-Sanderson secretly scatter all of the beautiful Dove Type
he had meticulously designed into the River Thames?
The Book: A Story in Thirteen Extraordinary Lives will be a rich and beautifully illustrated narrative that will
appeal to readers of books such as Meetings With Remarkable Manuscripts.
Adam Smyth is Professor of English Literature and the History of the Book at Balliol College, Oxford.
He runs the 39 Steps Press—a small printing press which he keeps in his barn in Oxfordshire. Adam also
puts out the podcast LitBits, and is a regular contributor to the London Review of Books and the TLS.

UK Publisher: Bodley Head, Penguin Random House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2022
UK publication: tbc
Extent: 90-95,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language and Italian (Newton Compton).
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THE NATURE OF THE BEAST
A Human History of Science and Religion
Nick Spencer
Nick Spencer’s basic thesis is that the muchvaunted idea that science and religion have
always been at loggerheads, with science on the
side of progress and religion defending the
status quo, just isn’t true, however appealingly
simple it might be. Neither is the opposite case.
The relationship between the two fields is much
more interesting than that...
The Nature of the Beast will take us from the
Abbasid caliphate in 8th-Century Baghdad to
the frontiers of AI today, via Song dynasty
China, medieval Europe and Soviet Russia.
The narrative guides us through this complex
historical landscape in an accessible yet
authoritative way, often drawing on newly
available archive sources to shed fresh light on
what might at first seem like familiar ground, such as Galileo being tortured for proposing that the earth
moves round the sun, or Darwin renouncing his faith in the light of evolutionary theory.
This is ultimately a very human take on the history of ideas, about what it means to be human and who gets
to decide.
Nick Spencer is Senior Fellow at Theos, the UK’s leading think tank on religion and public life. He is a
Fellow of the International Society for Science and Religion, the society for the leading scholars of science
and religion worldwide. He is also a Visiting Research Fellow at the Faiths and Civil Society Unit,
Goldsmiths, University of London.
In June 2019, he presented a three-part Radio 4 series, The Secret History of Science and Religion, which has been
followed by a ten-part podcast series of the same title.
Nick has written a number of books including Atheists - the Origin of the Species (Bloomsbury, 2014), The Political
Samaritan (Bloomsbury, 2017) and The Mighty and the Almighty (Biteback, 2017).

UK Publisher: Oneworld Publications
Status: Proposal
Delivery: November 2021
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 150,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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THE FAR SIDE OF THE MOON
Clive Stafford Smith
A new book by the Guantanamo and Death Row lawyer,
Clive Stafford Smith, examining what responsibility we owe
to those whom society considers neurodivergent.
The Far Side of the Moon traces two parallel lives—the author’s
father, Richard, and his death row client Larry Lonchar, both
of whom suffer from bipolar disorder.
Larry Lonchar tried to improve his hopeless life by gambling
money he never had, until he was accused and found guilty of
the murder of the people who ran the illegal den. He comes
within forty minutes of death four times. On the fourth
occasion Clive persuades the US Supreme Court to stay his
execution with just 58 seconds to go. Each time, Larry’s
permeating depression goes untreated by prison officials who
push him to commit suicide by electric chair; during one of his
rare manic moments, Larry becomes the only client who has
ever assaulted Clive in the visitor room.
Richard, on the other hand, is initially a blue-eyed RAF
officer who achieves a first-class degree at Cambridge
University. As his world spirals into illness, however, he tears
through his sizable inheritance, bankrupts his family and turns on those closest to him, at one point even
publicly advocating that his son should be executed alongside one of his clients. In his rarer episodes of
depression, he weeps at his wasted life.
Clive begins the book trying to destigmatise both men, and seek the commonality between physical and
mental aspects of illness. As he looks at the two lives, he finds he cannot do so without exploring how his
own character has been contorted by these experiences. In the end, he offers an analysis of how our society
might best accommodate the idiosyncrasy of each person.
Clive Stafford Smith is a lawyer specialising in defending those accused of the most serious crimes, and
is founder and Director of UK legal charity Reprieve. Based in the US for twenty-six years, he now works
from the UK where he continues to defend prisoners on Death Row, and challenges the continued
incarceration of those held in secret prisons around the world. He has secured the release of 65 prisoners
from Guantánamo Bay and still acts for fifteen more. His book Bad Men (shortlisted for the 2008 Orwell
Prize) described this campaign. Alongside many other awards, in 2000 he received an OBE for
'humanitarian services'. His second book Injustice was shortlisted for the 2013 Orwell Prize and the CWA
Non-Fiction Dagger.
UK Publisher: Harvill Secker, Penguin Random House
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: February 2022
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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I AM NOT AFRIAD OF LOOKING
INTO THE RIFLES
Women Secret Agents of the First World War
Rick Stroud
I Am Not Afraid of Looking into the Rifles explores the clandestine lives of
women spies operating behind enemy lines in Belgium and northern
France during the First World War.
The story starts in the summer of 1914 as Europe tumbled into
conflict. By November the Allies and their enemies, Germany and the
Central Powers, faced each other across trenches stretching from
Switzerland to the North Sea. Belgium and northern France were
occupied by the Germans who deprived the conquered peoples of
food, clothing and their liberty. Tens of thousands of refugees fled to
escape the invaders. Some were recruited by Allied intelligence to
remain behind the lines, to spy on and hinder the German invaders.
A number of these ‘soldiers without uniforms’ were women, who
bravely worked undercover—as couriers and saboteurs, organising
escape routes and spy networks, gathering and transmitting
intelligence—all under their occupiers’ noses, while seemingly going
about their everyday lives. They knew the risks: if caught, they faced
torture, imprisonment and execution.
This book focuses on the lives of five women: Louise de Bettignies from France; Gabrielle Petit and Marthe
Cnockaert from Belgium; Lise Rischard from Luxembourg, and Edith Cavell from England. Only two of
the five survived the war. Their heroism was remarkable, but their lives have mostly been forgotten. I Am
Not Afraid of Looking into the Rifles will restore them to their rightful place in history.
Rick Stroud is a producer, director and writer. His previous books include Lonely Courage and Kidnap in
Crete.
UK Publisher: Simon & Schuster
Status: Proposal
Delivery: Autumn 2022
UK Publication: Spring 2023
Extent: 120,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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MONICA JONES, PHILIP LARKIN AND ME
Her Life and Long Loves
John Sutherland
“A brilliant biography—John Sutherland has brought
Monica Jones to life as she deserves.” —Claire Tomalin
“I couldn't put it down. Vivid and penetrating, it's a
brilliant portrait of a confounding, complex woman.”
—Cressida Connolly
Monica Jones was Philip Larkin's partner for more than four
decades and was arguably the most important woman in his life.
She was cruelly immortalised as Margaret Peel in Kingsley
Amis's Lucky Jim and widely vilified for destroying Larkin's
diaries and works in progress after his death. She was
opinionated and outspoken, widely disliked by his friends and
Philip himself was routinely unfaithful to her. But Monica Jones
was also a brilliant academic and an inspiring teacher in her own
right. She wrote more than 2,000 letters to Larkin, and he in
turn poured out his heart to her.
In this revealing biography John Sutherland explores the
question: who was the real Monica? The calm and collected
friend and teacher? The witty conversationalist and
inspirational lecturer? Or the private Monica, writing desperate,
sometimes furious, occasionally libellous, drunken letters to the only man, to the absent man, whom she
could love? Was Monica's life - one of total sacrifice to a great poet—worthwhile? Through his careful
reading of Monica’s never-before-seen letters, and his own recollections, John Sutherland shows us a new
side to Larkin's story, and allows Monica to finally step out from behind the poet's shadow.
John Sutherland is Lord Northcliffe Professor Emeritus at UCL and one of the most
eminent scholars, writers and critics at work in the UK today. He is the author of many critically acclaimed
books, including Stephen Spender: The Authorised Biography and Last Drink to LA.
UK Publisher: Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Status: Page proofs
UK Publication: 15th April 2021
Extent: 288 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE STIRRINGS
Essays in Northern Time
Catherine Taylor
‘The fear of where the Ripper would strike next was tangible that
dark winter. It seemed to permeate everything—dank, mossy, and
slimy as Frog Walk, the narrow, unlit footpath which ran
alongside the high walls of Sheffield’s overgrown, neglected
General Cemetery. It slid, cold and viscous, into my dreams at
night, like the mercury escaping from a thermometer.’
The Stirrings is a memoir in interlinked essays about
growing up in the north of England in the 1970s and
80s, shining a light on the particular history of a time
and place—that ‘strange country of the North’ as
George Orwell famously called it. Against this
backdrop, which becomes a character of sorts,
Catherine creates a series of very personal essays on
subjects traditionally seen as taboo: parental
estrangement, abortion, chronic illness, and how an
obsession with the serial killer who stalked Yorkshire
throughout her childhood became the inspiration for
her early feminism—all shot through with poetry, risk-taking and humour.
In giving voice to the experience of growing up a girl and becoming a woman in the north of England in a
specific period of history, The Stirrings offers a new and valuable contribution to the memoir/ essay genre.
Catherine Taylor was born in Waikato, New Zealand and grew up in Sheffield, South Yorkshire from
the age of three. She studied English and Philosophy at Cardiff University and has worked in the book
industry since 1992, for, variously, the British Library, Microsoft Encarta, Amazon, The Folio Society and
most recently as the deputy director of English PEN. She is a book critic and features writer
for Guardian Review, New Statesman, FT Life & Arts, The Economist, Times Literary Supplement, Irish Times,
Prospect and the i. She is co-founder of the Brixton Review of Books, a non-profit literary quarterly, and editor
of The Book of Sheffield: A City in Short Fiction (Comma Press, 2019) which was chosen as the Big City Read
2020 by Sheffield Libraries.

UK Publisher: Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Status: Proposal
Delivery: February 2022
UK Publication: Spring 2023
Extent: 70,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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STRAIGHT ACTING
The Many Queer Lives of William Shakespeare
Will Tosh
Bromeo brings to light queer culture as Shakespeare lived
and breathed it—in the Stratford schoolroom where he
learnt about Roman homoerotic passion; in smoky
London taverns where he discussed scandalous Greek
love with his literary friends; among the young law
students at the Inns of Court; at London’s playhouses,
ground zero for cross-dressing and queer goings on; and
at the royal court, famous under King James for
relationships between the monarch and his younger
favourites. Learning about life in these locations—
homoerotic centres of gravity where Shakespeare lived
and worked—helps us make sense of the queer feeling
in his plays and poems.
Exploring the rich homoerotic culture of his time—at once seedy and romantic, integrated into the
mainstream and daringly transgressive—the book charts Shakespeare’s growth as a queer writer, from his
first experiments to spectacular later triumphs—and his ultimate, fearful withdrawal from unabashed
homoeroticism. Along the way we meet figures such as the dramatist John Lyly, wildly popular in the decade
before Shakespeare’s great successes and the inventor of the sex-swap comedy, and Shakespeare’s great
competitor Christopher Marlowe, whose life and work were shot through with dissident desire and edgy
politics. We are also introduced to the little-known poet Richard Barnfield, whose meteoric rise and sudden
fall help explain Shakespeare’s own complex queer inheritance.
Above all, the mood of this radical and exciting new book will be celebratory, revealing a dazzling queer
literary history that has for too long remained obscure. Putting Shakespeare bang in the middle of a
glittering circle of fellows, followers and friends, the book will offer an entirely new angle on the poet’s life
and work.
Will Tosh is Research Fellow and Lecturer at Shakespeare’s Globe in London. He is the author of two
academic books, Playing Indoors: Staging Early Modern Drama in the Sam Wanamaker Playhouse (Bloomsbury Arden
Shakespeare), and Male Friendship and Testimonies of Love in Shakespeare’s England (Palgrave Macmillan),
which revealed the intimate social circle of the Elizabethan spy Anthony Bacon. Will’s work has been
praised as ‘spry and judicious, humane and knowledgeable’ and ‘a pleasure to read’ (TLS). Will was
educated at the University of Oxford and Queen Mary University of London. He had a previous career as
an actor, and appears regularly on TV, radio and online to discuss Shakespeare, the theatre, and early
modern culture.
UK Publisher: Sceptre, Hachette
US Publisher: Basic Books, Hachette
Status: Proposal
Delivery: Spring 2022
UK Publication: Spring 2023
Extent: approx. 80,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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NOTHING TO SNIFF AT
Paola Totaro and Robert Wainwright
Reporting from the cutting edge of medicine and the world’s
first ‘citizen neuroscience’ project, Nothing to Sniff At is a
fascinating and incredibly timely book about our sense of
smell and how, unexpectedly, because of the pandemic we
are suddenly learning more about this subject than ever
before.
An estimated 60% of those with coronavirus experience
some kind of dysfunction with their sense of smell and, as a
result, chemosensory experts and neuroscientists have for the
first time access to
an almost limitless pool of data. Previously, cases of anosmia
(loss of smell), let alone parosmia (when familiar smells
suddenly smell disgusting) and phantosmia (when the patient
perceives entirely imaginary smells), were relatively few and
far between, and dismissed as unimportant as a result.
Suddenly millions of us are experiencing the massive sense of
dislocation and worse that these conditions can cause. And
scientists have been able to study how our sense of smell
works, and how much we rely on it, as never before.
Paola Totaro lost her sense of smell as a result of Covid just
as the pandemic first set in, somewhat before it was even officially recognised as a symptom of the disease.
She was one of the tens of thousands of people who resorted to the internet to find out more about anosmia,
and then to social media to talk to others about it, thus creating a massive ‘petri dish’ of experiential data
for scientists to analyse. Paola has been fascinated ever since, hence her passion to seek out the world’s
experts and find out what is really going on…
Paola Totaro is an Italian born, award-winning news reporter, editor and former President of the Foreign
Press Association in London. She has been published internationally in newspapers including The New York
Times, Guardian, Independent, The Sydney Morning Herald and The Australian. She now works as a freelance
correspondent based in London and is a PhD candidate at the University of London, Goldsmiths.
Robert Wainwright is a prize-winning Australian author and journalist. He has written 13 non-fiction
books, ranging from crime and mystery to biographies and social history. His 2014 book Sheila (Allen &
Unwin) was an international bestseller, and in 2017 his book Maverick Mountaineer (also published by Allen
& Unwin) won the Times Biography of the Year at the British Sports Book Awards.
UK Publisher: Elliott & Thompson
Status: Proposal
Delivery: Spring 2022
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 80,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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UPHEAVAL
Gaia Vince
Upheaval picks up where David Wallace-Wells’ The Uninhabitable Earth leaves
off—it’s a book about how we make the earth habitable again, during and
through the climate crisis.
Globally, we’re at 1 degree Celsius higher than the pre-industrial era
temperatures recorded in the 1800s. The last time the world was this hot,
there were hippopotamuses in London swamps, and forests in
Antarctica. Yet even now, when climate crisis reality has finally taken hold,
few steps are being taken in mitigation. It’s too late to stop the world
warming, and too late to stop the seas rising, but we seem blind to what that
means for our families, and our species.
What is next, given that the global population will hit 9.7 billion by 2064 and
that large parts of the globe will become hostile to humanity? What happens to those who can no longer
live where they grew up?
The answer is that they will move or die, possibly within thirty or forty years. There’s no stopping the tide.
Billions will have to move. Everyone will have to leave the expanding desert areas of Latin America,
Australia and Africa. The inhabitants of American cities such as Miami and New Orleans will have to move
north. Coastal cities will suffer floods—Shanghai, New York, Bangkok, London and more. Perhaps a billion
Indians will have to migrate, as will half a billion Chinese.
Think about the logistics. How do you move African pastoral societies, and help them to settle in Chile or
Canada? How do you build brand new cities to house hundreds of millions? How will you feed them, given
our planet’s vastly reduced areas of farmland? How will we create the energy to light and heat and power
these vast new cities? What will these translocations mean for people’s sense of national identity?
It’s these huge questions that Gaia will tackle in Upheaval, a terrifying and yet also a hopeful and practical
book. We have been blind for so long to the climate crisis that we have ignored what lies beyond it. Here,
for the first time, is an examination of the most pressing question of all for humanity.
Gaia Vince is a journalist, broadcaster and author specialising in science and the environment. She is a
Senior Honorary Research Fellow at University College London in their Anthropocene Institute and she is
currently working with the Natural History Museum of Copenhagen, which is scheduled for opening in
2023. Her first book Adventures in the Anthropocene won the 2015 Royal Society Winton Prize for Science Books,
making her the first woman to win the prize outright. Her second book Transcendence was shortlisted for the
Royal Society Science Book Prize for 2020.
UK Publisher: Penguin Press/Allen Lane, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Flatiron, Macmillan
Status: Proposal
Delivery: June 2021
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 70,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth, US and German (Blessing)
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THE HAPPY DOG OWNER
Finding Health and Happiness with the Help of Your Dog
Carri Westgarth
“Carri Westgarth's unique combination of scholarship
and practical experience with dogs will make this the
go-to book for every inquiring dog owner.” —Dr John
Bradshaw, biologist and author of the Sunday Times bestseller, In
Defence of Dogs
Your relationship with your dog can be one of the most
rewarding you will ever experience. Your pet's sense of loyalty,
fun and their unconditional love can bring an unparalleled joy
into your life. But what if your dog could not only bring you
happiness, but also good health?
The Happy Dog Owner will show you how to cultivate a relationship
with your dog that will actively improve your health and
wellbeing, from helping you with physical tasks to comforting
and supporting you in times of mental strife. Through
psychology, scientifically proven training techniques and advice,
human-animal interaction expert Dr Carri Westgarth will teach
you how to harness the power of this special relationship to not
only have a healthier, happier dog, but a healthier, happier you
Carri Westgarth teaches anthrozoology at Liverpool
University and has years of experience as a dog trainer both for
pets and assistance dogs. Her research has been featured in the Guardian, the New York Times and New Scientist,
inter alia. This is her first book.
UK Publisher: Welbeck
Status: Edited manuscript
UK Publication: 15th April 2021
Extent: 320 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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LOST VOICES
The Languages of Britain
Kate Wiles
Lost Voices shows how the changing languages of Britain reflect the
way we have connected to the world, with a time span that ranges
from Roman Britain to the present. There are the languages that
have been brought over by conquering troops in army-baggage
trains, much as Norman French did when it arrived in 1066 and
spread through all levels of society. In turn there have been
languages brought back when the British have turned conquerors,
such as Igbo or Powhatan, which have been ignored or silenced
at the expense of English. England has also been home to
countless other languages, across a spectrum from Dutch to Old
Norse and British Sign Language, spoken by ordinary people who
were born or settled here. And the British have learned languages
in order to connect out to the world, employing Latin, German,
Urdu, French and more.
This book is therefore not only a story of migration, and of the languages that came to Britain, but a story
of learning, of global politics and shifting powers.
Dr Kate Wiles is a historical linguist and a historian of medieval manuscripts. She is Senior Editor
of History Today, the oldest history magazine in the world, and an Associate Fellow at the Institute for
Historical Research, University of London. Dr Wiles’ PhD in Medieval Studies, from the University of
Leeds, was on the languages of Anglo-Saxon scribes, after which she held a postdoctoral post at the
University of the Basque Country researching bilingualism in Anglo-Saxon legal documents.
Kate Wiles was also the Historical Languages Consultant for the History Channel/MGM drama Vikings,
across all six seasons, translating scenes into medieval languages and putting words into the mouths of actors
such as Jonathan Rhys Meyers. Her translations have been heard by more people than these languages
were when they were spoken. Kate also consults for Audible, providing them with accurate pronunciation
guides for medieval words.
Additionally, Kate has appeared on BBC Radio 3’s Free Thinking as well as on other BBC Radio, Talk Radio
and international radio programmes as well as The Allusionist podcast, and has taken part in various live
history-themed comedy shows. She has written for the Guardian, BBC History Magazine, the New
Statesman, Times Higher Education and The Toast, as well as contributing regularly to History Today. In 2019,
Kate was a judge for the PEN Hessell-Tiltman History Prize.
UK Publisher: Penguin Press/Allen Lane, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Stanford University Press
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2021
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 100,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and US.
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THE CATCH
Fishing for Ted Hughes
Mark Wormald
Fishing provides that connection with the whole living
world…A form of meditation, some form of communion
with levels of yourself that are deeper than the ordinary
self.
Fishing was an obsession for Ted Hughes
and inspired much of his poetry. Drawing on
Hughes’ unpublished fishing diaries, The Catch
combines
nature
writing
with literary biography to present a fresh and
unflinchingly honest portrait of the poet.
As Mark Wormald set out on a quest to fish at
the places where Hughes had fished, he also
uncovered parallels between Hughes and his own father, both Yorkshiremen of the same generation born
less than 18 months and 5 miles apart. The resulting book is at once a biography of Hughes, and
his fascination with the fish he described as ‘living metal’, and a moving examination of the relationship
between fathers and sons—all set against some beautiful descriptions of nature.
Mark Wormald is a Fellow in English at Pembroke College, Cambridge, and a keen angler as well as an
accomplished poet in his own right.

UK Publisher: Bloomsbury
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: May 2022
Extent: 90,000 words
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE ADVENTURES OF
ALEXANDER VON HUMBOLDT
Andrea Wulf and Lillian Melcher
“Brilliant . . . The landscapes, the bird life and the botany
almost physically burst out of the pages . . . an eye-opening,
mind-expanding, thought-provoking delight.” —Richard
Holmes
“A glorious graphic version of Wulf's award-winning
biography . . . Humboldt would have loved it.” —The Bookseller
“A wonderful, rich graphic novel of Humboldt's incredible
life . . . beautiful.” —New Scientist
The Adventures of Alexander von Humboldt is a full-colour graphic novel that
tells the story of Humboldt’s daring five-year expedition through Latin
America. 88-year-old Humboldt takes us on a fantastic voyage back
through his life, tracing his footsteps around the rainforests, mountains
and crocodile-infested rivers of South America when he was a young
man. Travel with him to Venezuela, to Lake Valencia, the Llanos and the Orinocco, and follow him during
his time in Cuba, Cartagena, Bogota and his one-year trek across the Andes, as he climbs the volcano
Chimborazo, explores Inca monuments, and visits Washington D.C. to meet Thomas Jefferson and
campaign for the abolition of slavery. With encounters with indigenous peoples, missionaries, colonists and
jaguars, and incorporating Humboldt's own sketches, drawings and manuscripts, this is a thrilling adventure
story of history's most daring scientist.
Andrea Wulf was born in India and moved to Germany as a child. She lives in Britain. She is the author
of five acclaimed books, including The Brother Gardeners, Chasing Venus and Founding Gardeners. The Invention of
Nature had published in 25 languages and has won more than 15 literary awards, including the Royal Society
Science Book Award, Costa Biography Award, and the LA Times Book Prize, as well as awards in
Germany, Italy and China. A New York Times bestseller, it was in the Top 10 in Germany for almost a year.
Andrea appears regularly on radio and television, including a forthcoming TV Humboldt documentary for
ZDF and the Smithsonian Channel in the States.
Lillian Melcher is an illustrator living and working in Brooklyn. She graduated in 2016 from Parsons
School of Design with a degree in illustration, and has been honoured with the SCBWI Student Illustrator
Scholarship and The Society of Illustrators’ Illustrator 62 juried show and book. For more information
see www.lillianmelcher.com.
UK Publisher: John Murray, Hachette
US Publisher: Pantheon/ Knopf, Penguin Random House
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 272 pages
All rights available excluding UK Commonwealth, US, Simplified Chinese (Ginkgo), Dutch (Atlas
Contact), German (C Bertelsmann), Italian (LUISS), Korean (Open Science) and Spanish (Taurus).
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THE JENA SET
The First Romantics, and the Art of Being Selfish
Andrea Wulf
Think of the Left Bank set of Paris in the early 20th century, or
the American Transcendentalists in 1830s Massachusetts, or
the Bloomsbury Group in London. Then move back in time
to the 1790s, to a small rural town of only 4,500 inhabitants
some 150 miles from Berlin in the Duchy of Saxe-Weimar, at
a time when Germany was a tapestry of independent states
and principalities. That town was Jena, where for a decade
between the 1790s and early 1800s you would have found one
of those rare concentrations of genius.
In Jena’s mediaeval streets, you would have encountered
writers such as Schiller, Goethe, Novalis, Tieck or Hölderlin,
or passed students running for the philosophy lectures given
by Hegel, Fichte or Schelling, or seen the Schlegel brothers
entering their house on Jena’s market square. The Humboldt
brothers were there too, as was Caroline Schlegel, a writer and
reviewer who acted as muse and inspiration to many of the
town’s big minds, all the while documenting their arguments,
loves and ideas in her hundreds of letters.
No town of comparable size has witnessed such a gathering before or since. In the same way that her The
Invention of Nature connected readers with the origins of their environmental sensibilities, here Andrea Wulf
connects us to the moment when these revolutionary thinkers developed the ideas which made us fully
modern people. It was here, in Jena, that the idea of selfishness as a positive concept enabled thinkers to
throw off the chains of rulers and of God, and in consequence launched the Romantic movement. From
Jena, a philosophical and literary revolution rippled out into the world, inspiring thinkers as disparate as
Sigmund Freud, Madame de Stael, Ralph Waldo Emerson, Samuel Taylor Coleridge and many more.
UK Publisher: John Murray, Hachette
US Publisher: Knopf, Penguin Random House
Status: Proposal
Delivery: December 2021
UK publication: Autumn 2022
Extent: 100,000 words approx.
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth, US, Simplified Chinese (Gingko), Dutch (Atlas
Contact), German (C Bertelsmann) and Spanish (Taurus).
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DRAGMAN
Steven Appleby
Winner of the Special Jury Prize at the Angoulême
International Comics Festival
“A stroke of genius.” —Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
“Funny, sweet and emotionally true.” —Guardian
“Apocalyptic, neurotic, tender and very funny and brilliantly drawn in Appleby's nimble, nubbly
line.” —Posy Simmonds
Dragman tells the story of August Crimp, a man who has
superpowers when he puts on women’s clothes. August
loves wearing a dress but is deeply ashamed of his
compulsion and terrified of rejection should it ever come
out. So he tells no one. Not even his wife. But then one day
a little girl falls from the rooftop café at the Art Museum
and August has no choice but to fly and save her – an event
witnessed by hundreds of people. And August Crimp’s life
is never the same again.
Dragman is Steven Appleby’s first long-form graphic
thriller. Inspired by the superhero comics he read as a child
and informed by his own secret life as a transvestite, Steven Appleby has created a multi-layered, tightly
plotted, cleverly structured novel with a compulsive forward drive in which August battles greed, evil and
his own self-doubt in a fight to save himself, his marriage – and the human soul. A real page turner, Dragman
brims with humanity, subtlety and wit – plus plenty of Steven Appleby’s oblique and absurdly imaginative
musings on ‘what is life really all about?’
Fans of Steven Appleby’s unmistakable drawing style, as seen in his comic strips such as Captain Star (NME,
Observer), Small Birds Singing (The Times), and Loomus (Guardian), will not be disappointed.
Steven Appleby has created, written and drawn comic strips for many newspapers including The Guardian,
The Times, The Sunday Telegraph, The Observer, The New Musical Express, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung and Die Zeit.
He has also written and drawn over 25 books; created and written a comedy series, Steven Appleby’s
Normal Life, for BBC Radio 4; invented the character Captain Star, who appeared in an animated
television series in 1997; and exhibited paintings, prints and drawings in many exhibitions.
UK Publisher: Jonathan Cape, Penguin Random House
US Publisher: Metropolitan/Holt
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 336 pages
All rights available excluding World English Language, Dutch (Podium), French (DeNoel) and German
(Schaltzeit). Film rights sold to Lookout Point.
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THE OFFSET
Calder Szewczak
“Thrilling, terrifying and beautifully crafted, The
Offset is the perfect science-fiction novel for our times.
I devoured it.” —Angela Saini, author of Superior: The Return
of Race Science
The Offset is a matter of balance. The old make way for
the young. Life is met with death, creation with
destruction, age with youth. The selfishness of
procreation is pitted against the altruism of selfsacrifice and, in that way, a precarious balance is
maintained.
The world is dying and over populated. Professor Jac Boltanski
is leading Project Salix, a ground-breaking new mission to save
the world by replanting radioactive Greenland with geneticallymodified willow trees. But things aren’t working out and there
are discrepancies in the data. Has someone intervened to
sabotage her life’s work? In the meantime, her daughter Miri,
an anti-natalist, has run away from home. Days before their
Offset ceremony where one of her mothers must be sentenced
to death, she is brought back against her will following a run-in
with the law. Which parent will Miri pick to die: the one she
loves, or the one she hates who is working to save the world?
Calder Szewczak is the pen name of writing duo Natasha C. Calder and Emma SzewczakHarris. Natasha is a graduate of Clarion West Writers’ Workshop whose work has appeared in The Stinging
Fly. Emma is a writer and researcher who has had work published by Bloomsbury Academic and the Paulist
Press. The Offset is their debut novel.
UK Publisher: Angry Robot
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: 14th September 2021
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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THE LIP
Charlie Carroll
“This unsparing debut novel portrays the unromantic
side of Cornwall few visitors see and which so many
novelists choose to overlook. Charlie Carroll inhabits
his damaged heroine completely.” —Patrick Gale
Melody Janie is hidden. She lives alone in a caravan in Bones
Break: a small cliff-top on Cornwall's north coast. She spends her
time roaming her territory, spying on passing tourists and
ramblers, and remembering. She sees everything and yet remains
unseen.
However, when a stranger enters her life, she is forced to confront
not only him but the terrible tragedies of her past.
The Lip is a novel about childhood, isolation and mental health,
told in the unique and unforgettable voice of Melody Janie.
Charlie Carroll is the author of three non-fiction books: The
Friendship Highway, No Fixed Abode and On the Edge. He has twice
won the K Blundell Trust Award for ‘writers under 40 who aim
to raise social awareness with their writing’, written the voice-over
for the TV series Transamazonica, and is one of the Kindness of
Strangers storytellers.
He has written for the Guardian, the Big Issue and Walk, been featured in the Telegraph, The Times, National
Geographic, Conde Nast Traveller and Wanderlust, and been serialised in the Daily Mail and The Week. He lives in
Cornwall.
UK Publisher: Two Roads, Hachette
Status: Final PDF
UK Publication: 18th March 2021
Extent: 288 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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KILLING EVE: CODENAME VILLANELLE,
NO TOMORROW & DIE FOR ME
Luke Jennings
The novels that inspired the internationally bestselling TV series, starring Sandra Oh
and Jodie Comer.
“There is an extra sheen of glamour that makes Villanelle more a James Bond than a mere
killer.” —Daily Mail
“Like Ian Fleming, Jennings is at once tongue-in-cheek and serious . . . His version of 007
is great fun.” —Sunday Times
“I Am Pilgrim in miniature . . . the final pages are thrilling.” —Spectator
“Entertaining, clever and darkly comic.” —New York Times
She is the perfect assassin: a Russian orphan saved from the death penalty
for the brutal revenge she took on her gangster father’ws killers.
Ruthlessly trained. Given a new life. New names, new faces - whichever
fits.
Her paymasters call themselves The Twelve. But she knows nothing of
them. Konstantin is the man who saved her, and the one she answers to.
She is Villanelle. Without conscience. Without guilt. Without weakness.
MI5 agent Eve Polastri is the woman who hunts her until one error of
judgment costs her everything.
Then stopping a ruthless assassin becomes more than her job. It becomes
personal.
***
In a hotel room in Venice, where she's just completed a routine
assassination, Villanelle receives a late-night call.
Eve Polastri has discovered that a senior MI5 officer is in the pay of the
Twelve, and is about to debrief him. As Eve interrogates her subject,
desperately trying to fit the pieces of the puzzle together, Villanelle moves
in for the kill.
The duel between the two women intensifies, as does their mutual obsession,
and when the action moves from the high passes of the Tyrol to the heart
of Russia, Eve finally begins to unwrap the enigma of her adversary's true
identity.
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On the run together, Eve Polastri and the psychopathic Villanelle take
refuge in the underworld of St Petersburg. But the Twelve are closing in, as
are the Russian security services. As the chess-game intensifies, and the grip
of winter tightens, the couple are drawn into a nightmare realm of
conspiracy and murder.
Die For Me is a fast-paced, sophisticated thriller but also a poignant tale of
love and erotic obsession. As the action races towards its shattering
conclusion, can Eve and Villanelle learn to fully trust each other or will their
differences destroy them?

A fourth season of the TV series is coming soon.
Luke Jennings is also the author of a memoir, Blood Knots, short-listed for the Samuel Johnson and William
Hill prizes, and three other novels: Breach Candy, Beauty Story, and the Booker Prize-nominated Atlantic. As a
journalist he has written for Vanity Fair, the New Yorker and Time. A former dancer, he was the Observer’s dance
critic. With Deborah Bull, he co-wrote The Faber Guide to Ballet, and with his daughter Laura, the Stars
children’s fiction series.
UK Publisher: John Murray, Hachette
US Publisher: Mulholland Books, Hachette
Status: Final PDFs
Extent: Book I 218 pages
Book II 248 pages
Book III 240 pages
Book I: All rights available excluding World English Language, Brazilian Portuguese (Companhia das
Letras), Dutch (De Geus), French (Hachette Livres), Georgian (Palitra), Greek (Livanis), Italian
(Mondadori), Korean (Book 21), Portuguese (Grupo Almedina), Polish (Rebis), Romanian, (RAO
Distributie), Russian (AST), Spanish (Lince), and Turkish (Egitim). Film rights sold to Sid Gentle/BBC
America.
Book II: All rights available excluding World English Language, Brazilian Portuguese (Companhia das
Letras), French (Hachette Livres), Greek (Livanis), Korean (Book 21), Polish (Rebis), Romanian (RAO
Distributie), and Russian (AST).
Book III: All rights available excluding World English Language, French (Hachette Livres) and Russian
(AST).
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#PANIC
Luke Jennings
The new novel from the bestselling author of Killing Eve
#panic is the standalone story of a group of young LGBT people
united by their fandom of a cult TV series, City of Night, which
features a young American woman named Pandora Vail and her
encounter with Lyric, a not-quite-human, who together are drawn
simultaneously into a love affair and a secret battle to preserve the
Earth's future. The fans love the show because it's imaginative and
exciting, but also because of its inclusive values. City of Night is a
symbol, a beacon for liberal thinkers everywhere.
Jaleesa, Kyle, Nika and Dani are City of Night devotees, and meet
online in a chat group called #panic. Its members lead lonely and
difficult lives. They’re either isolated by geography, living in
remote or conservative locales, or by circumstances which compel
them to conceal their sexuality. #panic is a space in which they
can be their true selves—frank, funny, bitchy, and philosophical.
A dark backbeat to their lives is the growth of The Legion, an international youth movement conceived in
far-right chatrooms and fanned into flame by social media. A militant affiliation of racists, fundamentalists,
red-pill misogynists, and neo-Nazis. The Legion’s members see themselves as warriors fighting for
traditional values in a world enfeebled by liberalism, feminism and gender diversity. Naturally, they hate
City of Night, which stands for everything they despise.
Fulfilling a long-held dream, the four cyber-friends meet up in person at a City of Night convention, where
they encounter their heroines, the actors who play Pandora and Lyric. But adventure turns into nightmare
when the fans are drawn into the deadly real-life drama behind the scenes. Now they must trust and rely
on each other as never before. But do they really know each other? And what are the limits of online
friendship and loyalty?
Jaleesa, Kyle, Nika and Dani are about to discover. It will be, to say the least, an awakening.
UK Publisher: John Murray, Hachette
Delivery: December 2021
UK Publication: tbc
Extent: 70,000 words
All rights available excluding World English Language.
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THE MAKING OF MRS PETRAKIS
Mary Karras
Cyprus in the run up to the civil war of the 1970s... the threat of it hangs
in the atmosphere like a fine mist. Against this backdrop of war and
violence, the island's inhabitants make the best they can of their lives,
building friendships, falling in love, having children, watching people
die, making mistakes.
Maria Petrakis, however, flees a brutal marriage on the island where
she has always lived for London and a new start. She opens a bakery on
Green Lanes in Harringay - the centre of the small Greek Cypriot
community whose residents have settled there to escape the war and
start again. Here she comes into her own as she heals and atones
through the kneading of bread and the selling of shamali cakes and
cinnamon pastries to her customers.
There are glimpses of the lives of her neighbours, friends and customers
as they buy their bread and cakes. There's Mrs Koutsouli, whose heart
was broken when her handsome son married a xeni, an English woman
with fish-eyes and yellow hair. There's Mrs Pantelis, driven half-mad
with the grief of losing her son, Nico, in the war. And there's Mrs Vasili
who claims to be related to Nana Mouskouri and grows her hair upwards so she can feel closer to God.
Finally, there's Elena, Maria Petrakis' daughter-in-law, who has been suffering with the blackness since
having a baby, and whom nobody knows quite how to help.
The Making Of Mrs Petrakis is a story about the limited choices women sometimes find themselves confronting.
It's a story about repression and mental illness and the devastation it can wreak on lives. But above all, it is
a story of motherhood and love and of healing through the humble act of baking.
Mary Karras is the daughter of Greek Cypriot emigres. Her parents separately fled Cyprus in the sixties
and seventies, seeking a new life free of the turbulent politics of their native island, settling in north London
where they met and married. As a child, Mary and her sisters would visit their grandparents in Harringay,
spending time in the Greek Cypriot grocery shops and bakeries that flourished on Green Lanes at that time.
Growing up, she developed a keen interest in the concepts of community, cultural dissonance, language and
belonging, leading her to pursue a degree in English Literature and Language at King's College London.
She lives in north London, and Mrs Petrakis is her first novel.
UK Publisher: Two Roads, Hachette
Status: Page proofs
UK Publication: 13th May 2021
Extent: 288 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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THE END OF THE WORLD IS A CUL DE SAC
& WHEN I MOVE TO THE SKY
Louise Kennedy
A Times, Irish Times and Irish Independent highlight for
2021
Twice shortlisted for the Sunday Times Audible Short Story
Prize
“I love Kennedy's vividly conjured reality. Her prose is so
alive, I am surprised that the book stays shut when you
close it. These stories breathe, talk, kick-up: they have a
pulse.” —Anne Enright
“These stories sing, haunt and inspire laughter ... One of
the best collections I've read in years.” —Sinead Gleeson
“Darkly
funny,
beautifully
Outstanding.” —Kevin Barry

crafted,

intense...

“Louise Kennedy is a wonderful writer: her
characterization is compelling, her style a stimulating mix
of the plainspoken and luminous, and her sense of place assured… a remarkable collection
of short stories.” —Nick Laird
“What a collection of stories! One of the best I've ever read: funny and searing and true.”
—Sarah Crossan
“A hugely impressive and memorable collection… skilfully and beautifully executed.” —
Joseph O'Connor
“Louise Kennedy's collection will stop you in your tracks... Profound, beautiful and
essential.” —Liz Nugent
In these visceral, stunningly crafted stories, people are effortlessly cruel to one another, and the natural
world is a primitive salve. Here, women are domestically trapped by predatorial men, Ireland's folklore and
politics loom large, and poverty—material, emotional, sexual—seeps through every crack.
A wife is abandoned by her new husband in a ghost estate, with blood on her hands; a young woman is
tormented by visions of the man murdered by her brother during the Troubles; a pregnant mother fears
the worst as her husband grows illegal cannabis with the help of a vulnerable teenage girl; a woman struggles
to forgive herself after an abortion threatens to destroy her marriage.
These sharp shocks of stories offer flashes of beauty, and even humour, amidst the harshest of truths.
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Louise is also at work on her much-anticipated debut novel, When I Move to the
Sky, which is due to be delivered in April this year for publication in 2022.
Cushla, a primary school teacher in Northern Ireland, lives with her
widowed, alcoholic mother, Rita. She helps out in her family’s bar where she
meets and falls in love with an older man, a barrister, Michael. In this part of
the world, the political often overrules the personal, and Michael and Cushla
soon find themselves caught up in a wider, national drama.
Set against the background of ‘The Troubles’, When I Move to the Sky is about
ordinary people trying to navigate the conflicts of 1970s Northern Ireland. It
shows how hard it is to live in a place where it’s not what you do that matters,
but what you are.
Louise Kennedy grew up in Holywood Co. Down. Her short stories have appeared in journals including
The Stinging Fly, The Tangerine, Banshee, Wasifiri and Ambit and she has written for the Guardian, Irish Times,
BBC Radio 4 and RTE Radio 1. She was shortlisted for the Sunday Times Audible Short Story Award in
both 2019 and 2020, and was recently named the first Ciaran Carson Writing and the City fellow by the
Seamus Heaney Centre at Queen’s University Belfast. She lives in Sligo, in the north-west of Ireland.
UK Publisher: Bloomsbury
Status: The End of the World is a Cul De Sac Final PDF; When I Move To The Sky Unedited manuscript
Delivery: When I Move to the Sky April 2021
UK Publication: The End of the World is a Cul De Sac 1st April 2021; When I Move To The Sky tbc
Extent: The End of the World is a Cul De Sac 304 pages; When I Move To The Sky 60,000 words approx.
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth and Italian (Bollati).
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Reissued as Vintage Classics

FOREIGN AFFAIRS, THE WAR BETWEEN
THE TATES, THE LAST RESORT, NOWHERE
CITY, TRUTH & CONSEQUENCES, and LOVE
& FRIENDSHIP
Alison Lurie
“One of this country’s most able and witty novelists.” —New York Times
“One can read Lurie as one might read Jane Austen, with continual delight.” —Joyce Carol
Oates
Virginia Miner, a fifty-something, unmarried tenured professor, is in London
to work on her new book about children’s folk rhymes. Also in London is
Vinnie’s colleague Fred Turner, a handsome, flat broke, newly separated, and
thoroughly miserable young man trying to focus on his own research. Instead,
he is distracted by a beautiful and unpredictable English actress and the world
she belongs to.
Both American, both abroad, and both achingly lonely, Vinnie and Fred play
out their confused alienation and dizzying romantic liaisons in Lurie’s Pulitzer
Prize-winning novel. Foreign Affairs remains an enduring comic masterpiece.
Extent: 320 pages

Brian Tate and his wife Erica seem to have it all: a strong relationship,
beautiful children, good friends and enough money. But when Brian, a
middle-aged professor of political science, begins an affair with a female
student, the snug fabric of the Tates’ lives starts to unravel alarmingly fast.
Extent: 368 pages

Jenny has devoted her life to her husband, the naturalist Wilkie Walker. She is
as rare a creature as the endangered species he works to preserve. But, as winter
comes on, Wilkie seems distant and depressed. In desperation Jenny persuades
him to visit Key West, but the sun and tropical scenery do nothing to cheer
him up. As he grows even stranger, Jenny becomes involved with some exotic
local characters - including Gerry, an ex-beatnik poet, and Lee, the
dramatically attractive manager of a women-only guest house.
Extent: 256 pages
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To Los Angeles comes Paul Cattleman, a young historian recently married to
Katherine, a delicate girl with a conventional New England background. Paul
responds immediately to the sunny, sprawling cosmopolitan city; to Katherine,
however, the main impression is of dirt and smog. Paul explores his surroundings
and discovers Ceci, a girl who could be the incarnation of the city's uninhibited
ways, while Katherine meets Iz a psychiatrist who recognises her unhappiness
and sets out to help her.
Extent: 320 pages

Faculty wife Emily Stockwell Turner is beautiful, rich, and principled.
However, five years in a marriage devoid of passion is enough to propel
Emmy, despite her principles, into an affair with silver-tongued Will Thomas,
a self-confessed libertine. The shocking, unforeseen consequences of their
affair shatter Emmy's most cherished delusions about friendship, romance,
and the ties that bind.
Extent: 336 pages
Alan has injured his back. Pain has altered his appearance and made him glum,
demanding and resentful. His wife Jane has to do everything for him—fetching,
carrying, shopping, cooking, even dressing and undressing him. Sometimes she
longs for escape.
Delia is a writer and researcher specialising in fairy tales—she is, in her own
estimation, a 'Great Artist'. Her husband Henry cares for and manages her every
need, making certain Delia gets everything she desires including spectacular
doses of adulation.
Can the two couples transform their fixed roles?
Extent: 240 pages
Alison Lurie published ten novels and many works of non-fiction as well as tales for children. She was a
professor emerita of English at Cornell University. She lived in upstate New York but also spent much time
in Key West, Florida and in London, all of which provided settings for her fiction. She married the writer
Edward Hower,and had three sons and three grandchildren. Alison Lurie died in 2020.
UK/US Publisher: Vintage, Penguin Random House
Status: Final PDF
All rights available excluding UK, US, French (Payot & Rivages) and Italian (Astoria).
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A TALENTED MAN
Henrietta McKervey
“A stylish tour de force.” —Sunday Independent
“Stylish, compelling ... An utterly absorbing,
atmospheric, beautifully written novel.” —Irish Times
“A wonderfully entertaining novel. The atmosphere of
both shabby gentility and West End glamour in 1930s
London is brilliantly evoked, and the narrative is tight
as a drum
Throughout.” —Sunday Times
“Hangover Square meets the Talented Mister Ripley, a
chilling and engrossing tale of the psychopathic
mind.” —Christine Hickey
January 1938. Disillusioned author Ellis Spender lives with his
mother in a large, decaying house in Hampstead. Since the
death of his father, the once-celebrated society painter Sir
Sidney Spender, the family fortune has dwindled to nothing.
When his uncle Freddie Broughton, a well-known theatrical
impresario, flees to Hollywood, Ellis realises there is money to
be made from Freddie's abandoned belongings, among them Lyceum Theatre memorabilia and letters from
Bram and Florence Stoker.
Ellis wants money, success and a new life abroad. Struggling to stay ahead of his creditors, he decides to
forge a sequel to one of the most famous novels of all time, Bram Stoker's Dracula. His remarkable
“discovery” will create the lifestyle he believes is his due. And he will stop at nothing to achieve it.
A Talented Man is a page-turning literary thriller of deception, forgery ... and murder.
Henrietta McKervey has written three novels. In Violet Hill, a World War I era private detective and a
Met Police Super Recogniser work the same case a hundred years apart. The Heart of Everything explores the
world of three estranged adult children forced to reunite when their mother mysteriously disappears. Her
debut novel, What Becomes of Us, is set in 1966, at the fiftieth anniversary of the Easter Rising. Born in Belfast,
she now lives in Dublin.
UK Publisher: Hachette Ireland
Status: Final PDF
Extent: 304 pages
All rights available excluding UK and Commonwealth.
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GARDEN OF EARTHLY BODIES
Sally Oliver
Months after her sister’s death, Marianne wakes up to
find a growth of thick black hairs along her spine.
They defy her attempts to pluck them out or
shave them off, instead proliferating, growing longer.
The hairs are, Marianne’s doctor tells her, a reaction
to trauma, developed in the wake of the loss of
her sister, Marie.
Her doctor recommends that Marianne visits Nede, a
rehabilitation centre in a remote forest in Wales—a
modern facility, all plate glass and plants, like a
monumental greenhouse, where the patients benefit
from Goop-esque smoothies and New Age treatments
and communing with nature. It is an Edenic place,
promising its patients release from their seemingly inescapable grief and sorrow.
Yet something strange is happening to Marianne at Nede: a metamorphosis of a kind. As those strange hairs
on her back continue to grow, the past starts to entangle itself with the present and the borders of her
consciousness threaten to disintegrate. She finds herself drawn back compulsively to the memory of
Marie, obsessing over the impulse that drew her sister towards death and splintered her family apart.
As Marianne’s memories threaten to overwhelm her, Nede offers her release from this cycle of memory and
pain—but only at a terrible price: that of identity itself.
Sally Oliver did an MA in English Literary Studies at Lancaster University. She has worked in publishing
for over five years, first at W. W. Norton Ltd and most recently at Penguin in the Rights department. Garden
of Earthly Bodies is her first novel.
UK Publisher: Oneworld Publications
US Publisher: Overlook Press, Abrams
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: Spring 2022
Extent: 285 pages
All rights available excluding UK & Commonwealth and US.
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THE DOLORIAD
Missouri Williams
In the wake of a mysterious cataclysm that has wiped out the
rest of mankind, a brother and sister and the family descended
from their incest cling to existence on the outskirts of an
abandoned city. Although their mother, the Matriarch,
dreams of starting humanity all over again, her children are
not so certain. Surrounded by the silent forest and the dead
suburbs, they feel closer to the ruined world than they do to
their parents. The children scavenge supplies, fetch water,
collect fuel for power, empty latrines, plant seeds, and attempt
to cultivate the poisoned earth. For entertainment, they watch
tapes of the last remaining TV show, Get Aquinas in Here, in
which a problem-solving medieval saint fixes logical or ethical
dilemmas. Life, inevitably, goes on.
But one day the Matriarch has a vision: she dreams of another
group of survivors, and sends away one of her innumerable
daughters, the legless Dolores, as a marriage offering. When
Dolores returns a few days later, having dragged herself back
through the forest, her reappearance triggers the breakdown
of the fragile order that the Matriarch has established, and the
control she wields over the sprawling family begins to weaken. Extreme, isolated characters such as the
obese, hateful schoolmaster or the children’s chronically depressed uncle at last seize their chance to escape.
And as their makeshift society disintegrates, the world of the freewheeling saint, Aquinas, and that of the
family begin to fuse.
A strange and haunting allegory by a startlingly original new voice in fiction, The Doloriad is a novel for
readers of Krasznahorkai, Atwood, and Beckett. Exploring the worst, most selfish impulses of mankind as
a host of demented characters stumble around their second-rate reality, it ultimately questions whether life
is something worth saving at all.
Missouri Williams is the co-editor of the film journal, Another Gaze. Her non-fiction writing has appeared
in The Baffler, The Believer, and The Independent. In 2015, she wrote and directed the bizarro play King Lear with
Sheep.
UK Publisher: Dead Ink
US Publisher: MCD, Farrar, Straus and Giroux
Status: Unedited manuscript
UK Publication: March 2022
Represented on behalf on Dead Ink.
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